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AGENDA - REVISED
Regular Session
1. Call to Order

Chair Caperton

2. Oath of Office

Chair Caperton

3. Public Comments
4. Authorization as to Bond Refinancing and Establishment of
Tax Compliance Procedures

Mr. Alan Perdue, General Counsel and
Ms. Deborah Judd, Vice President for
Administration and Finance

Consent Agenda
1. Adoption of the Minutes from June 6, 2013 Board Meeting

Chair Caperton

2. Adoption of the Minutes from July 30, 2013 Board Meeting

Chair Caperton

3. President’s Report

President Suzanne Shipley
Presentation Agenda

1. Quarterly Financial Report

Ms. Judd

2. Tuition and Fee Waiver Report

Ms. Sandra Oerly-Bennett, Associate
Vice President for Enrollment Services
and Director of Financial Aid

3. Advancement Annual Report

Dr. Diane Melby, Vice President for
Advancement

4. Academic Affairs Annual Report

Dr. Christopher Ames, Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Discussion Agenda

1. Review and Approval of the Institutional Compact

Dr. Ames

2. Approval of Intent to Plan for Doctorate of Nursing Practice

Dr. Ames
Dr. Scott Beard, Associate Vice
President for Academic Affairs and
Dean of Graduate Studies and
Continuing Education

3. Shepherd University Strategic Plan

Dr. Melby

4. Proposed New Meeting Format

Chair Caperton

5. New Business

Chair Caperton
Adjournment
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF
TIA McMILLAN
Tia McMillan, a native of Charleston, has been appointed by Governor Earl Ray Tomblin to succeed
Lacy I. Rice III for the term ending June 30, 2016. Along with her husband, Bob, who is a former
member and chair of the Shepherd Board of Governors, she is an owner of Jefferson Distributing,
Co., a beverage distribution business in Martinsburg. The two live in Shepherdstown, and were the
recipients of the University’s President’s Award in 2011. The President’s Award is given annually in
recognition of exemplary service to Shepherd University and the community.
A graduate of Sweet Briar College, she is a founding member of the Contemporary American Theater
Festival (CATF), serving on its board of trustees from 1991 to 1997, and is now an honorary board
member.
She and her husband have established the McMillan Family Scholarship with the Shepherd
University Foundation, which is awarded annually to a theater student. She is a member of
Shepherd’s Friends of Music and the Shepherd University Foundation’s Scarborough Society, a
friends of the library association. She has graciously hosted events on the University’s behalf at the
McMillan home near Shepherdstown, and supports Shepherd’s Little House, which is her
grandchildren’s favorite Shepherdstown spot.
McMillan is the treasurer of the Eastern West Virginia Community Foundation, which partners with
Shepherd’s Scarborough Library and the United Way to offer assistance in funding research and
grant-writing and has assisted Shepherd in coordinating an ethics workshop through the George
Washington Living Ethics Fund. A member of the foundation’s board since 1995, she served as
president from 2001 to 2004.
McMillan has been a long-time member of the West Virginia Humanities Council, which helps fund a
CATF lecture series as well as Shepherd’s Appalachian Writer’s Award and Writer-in-Residence
program. McMillan was named a Woman of Distinction in 2006 by the regional council of Girl
Scouts and was named Berkeley County Citizen of the Year in 2007 by the Martinsburg/Berkeley
County Chamber of Commerce.
McMillan is the mother of three children—Julia Jones, Andrew McMillan, and Tyler McMillan—and
has six grandchildren.
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AUTHORIZATION AS TO BOND
REFINANCING AND ESTABLISHMENT OF
TAX COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
At its July 30, 2013 meeting, the Shepherd University Board of Governors provided authorization for the
refinancing of the University’s Series 2003, Series 2004B and Series 2005 bonds. Interest rates in most
markets, including municipal bonds, have been slowly increasing since May, but the past two weeks have
seen some decrease. The increases of the summer have eliminated the viability of refinancing the Series
2005 bonds. At the Board meeting, University staff will provide updated expectations for the refinancing,
and it is expected that this briefing will include the ratings decisions of Moody’s.
With the Series 2005 bonds eliminated from inclusion, the University’s total tax-exempt bond offerings
for the calendar year will be less than $10 million, which will allow the Series 2013 bonds to be Bank
Qualified. This produces an additional tax benefit for purchasers and should provide a slightly lower
interest rate for the University. The first resolution constitutes the Board’s formal designation of the
Series 2013 bonds in that status.
The second resolution will establish the Board’s mandate for the University’s post-issuance tax
compliance procedures. These procedures will ensure that the University monitors its arbitrage
obligations carefully.
The following resolutions are recommended for adoption by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors adopts the Supplemental
Resolution as presented in the Agenda Book of September 26, 2013, Regular Session
pages 4-2 and 4-3.
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors adopts the Post Issuance
Tax Compliance Procedures as presented in the Agenda Book of September 26, 2013,
Regular Session pages 4-4 through 4-6.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESOLUTION
OF THE SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF GOVERNORS
WHEREAS, by Resolution adopted on July 30, 2013, The Shepherd University Board of
Governors (the “Board”) authorized the refunding of all or a portion of (a) The Shepherd University
Board of Governors Student Fee Revenue Bonds, Series 2003, issued on January 22, 2003, in the original
principal amount of $5,990,000 (the “Series 2003 Bonds”), (b) The Shepherd University Board of
Governors Infrastructure Revenue Bonds, Series 2004B, issued on September 9, 2004, in the original
principal amount of $3,405,000 (the “Series 2004B Bonds”), and (c) The Shepherd University Board of
Governors Revenue Bonds (Shepherd University Residence Facilities Projects), Series 2005, issued on
May 24, 2005, in the original principal amount of $22,925,000 (the “Series 2005 Bonds”) through the
issuance of tax-exempt Refunding Revenue Bonds by the Board in an aggregate principal amount of not
more than $30,000,000, in one or more series (the “Bonds”); and
WHEREAS, the Board has been advised that it would not be advantageous at this time to
refund the Series 2005 Bonds and, accordingly, that the principal amount of the Bonds required to be
issued to refund the Series 2003 Bonds and the Series 2004B Bonds would be less than $10,000,000; and
WHEREAS, the Board desires to designate the Bonds as “qualified tax-exempt
obligations” pursuant to Section 265(b)(3)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the
“Code”); and
WHEREAS, the Board also desires to approve and adopt the Post-Issuance Tax
Compliance Procedures attached hereto as Exhibit A.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY BOARD
OF GOVERNORS AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

The Board hereby designates the Bonds as “qualified tax-exempt

obligations” for purposes of paragraph (3) of Section 265(b) of the Code, to the extent the same are not
deemed designated pursuant to Section 265(b)(3)(D)(ii) of the Code, and represents that the Bonds do not
constitute private activity bonds as defined in Section 141 of the Code and as determined in accordance
with Section 265(b)(3) of the Code, and that not more than $10,000,000 aggregate principal amount of
obligations the interest on which is excludable under Section 103(a) of the Code from gross income for
federal income tax purposes (excluding, however, obligations described in Section 265(b)(3)(C)(ii) of the
Code), including without limitation the Bonds, will be issued by the Board or by any subordinate entity of
the Board, during the calendar year 2013, all as determined in accordance with the Code.
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Section 2.

The Post-Issuance Tax Compliance Procedures attached hereto as

Exhibit A are hereby approved and adopted by the Board.
Section 3.

Effect. This Supplemental Resolution shall go into effect immediately

upon adoption.
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Shepherd University Board of Governors
Post-Issuance Tax Compliance Procedures
For Tax-Exempt Bonds
The purpose of these Post-Issuance Tax Compliance Procedures is to establish policies and
procedures in connection with the Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2013 A and Refunding Revenue
Bonds, Series 2013 B and other tax-exempt bonds (collectively, the “Bonds”) issued by the Shepherd
University Board of Governors (the “Board”) so as to maximize the likelihood that all applicable postissuance requirements of federal income tax law needed to preserve the tax-exempt status of the Bonds
are met. The Board reserves the right to use its discretion as necessary and appropriate to make
exceptions or request additional provisions as circumstances warrant provided, however, any exceptions
to these procedures shall not be made without engaging bond counsel or other legal counsel for
consultation for a determination that such exception would not cause the Bonds to lose their tax-exempt
status. The Board also reserves the right to change these policies and procedures from time to time. The
President of Shepherd University (the “University”) shall also be responsible for ensuring an adequate
succession plan for transferring post-issuance compliance responsibility when changes in staff occur.
General
The Board now identifies the post-issuance tax compliance procedures set forth herein for all
Bonds issued by the Board.
Post-Issuance Compliance Requirements
External Advisors / Documentation
The Board shall consult with bond counsel and other legal counsel and advisors, as needed,
throughout the Bond issuance process to identify requirements and to establish procedures necessary or
appropriate so that the Bonds will continue to qualify for tax-exempt status. The Board also shall engage
bond counsel and other legal counsel and advisors, as needed, for consultation following issuance of the
Bonds to ensure that all applicable post-issuance requirements in fact are met. This shall include, without
limitation, consultation in connection with any potential changes in use of Bond-financed or refinanced
assets.
The Board shall be responsible for determining (or obtain expert advice to determine) whether
arbitrage rebate calculations have to be made for the Bond issue. If it is determined that such calculations
are or are likely to be required, the Board shall engage expert advisors (each a “Rebate Service Provider”)
to assist in the calculation of arbitrage rebate payable in respect of the investment of Bond proceeds, or
else shall ensure that it has adequate financial, accounting and legal resources of its own to make such
calculations. In any event, the Board shall make any rebate payments required on a timely basis.
Unless otherwise provided by the indenture relating to the Bonds, unexpended Bond proceeds
shall be held by a trustee or other financial institution, and the investment of Bond proceeds shall be
managed by the Board. The Board shall prepare (or cause the trustee or other financial institution to
prepare) regular, periodic statements regarding the investments and transactions involving Bond proceeds.
Arbitrage Rebate and Yield
The Vice President for Administration and Finance of the University or his/her designee (the
“Oversight Officer”) shall be responsible for overseeing compliance with arbitrage rebate requirements
under federal tax regulations:
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1) If at the time of the issuance of the Bonds, based on reasonable expectations set forth in the
Tax Certificate or Tax Regulatory Agreement (the “Tax Certificate”), it appears likely that
the Bond issue will qualify for an exemption from the rebate requirement, the Board may
defer taking any of the actions set forth in the subsection (2). Not later than the time of
completion of construction or acquisition of the Bond-financed project, and depletion of all
funds from the project fund, the Borrower shall make a determination if expenditure of the
Bond proceeds qualified for exemption from the rebate requirements based on spending
within a 6-month, 18-month or 2-year period after issuance. If rebate exemption is
determined to be applicable, the Oversight Officer shall prepare and keep in the permanent
records of the Bond issue a memorandum evidencing this conclusion together with records of
expenditure to support such conclusion If the transaction does not qualify for rebate
exemption, the Oversight Officer shall initiate the steps set forth in (2) below.
2) If at the time of Bond issuance it appears likely that arbitrage rebate calculations will be
required, or upon determination that calculations are required pursuant to (1) above, the
Oversight Officer shall:


if necessary, (i) engage the services of a Rebate Service Provider, (ii) prior to each
rebate calculation date, cause the trustee or other financial institution investing bond
proceeds to deliver periodic statements concerning the investment of Bond proceeds
to the Rebate Service Provider, and (iii) if necessary, contribute or cause the trustee
to contribute any required annual payments into any rebate fund;



provide to the Rebate Service Provider additional documents and information
reasonable requested by the Rebate Service Provider;



monitor efforts of the Rebate Service Provider;



assure payment of required rebate amounts, if any, no later than 60 days after each 5year anniversary of the issue date of the Bonds, and no later than 60 days after the
last Bond of each issue is redeemed or matures;



during the construction period of each capital project financed in whole or in part by
Bonds, monitor the investment and expenditure of Bond proceeds and consult with
the Rebate Service Provider to determine compliance with any applicable exceptions
from the arbitrage rebate requirements during each 6-month spending period
following the issue date of the Bonds;



retain copies of all arbitrage reports and trustee statements as described below under
“Record Keeping Requirements;” and



in lieu of engaging an outside Rebate Service Provider, the Oversight Officer may
make a determination that it has sufficient capabilities using the University’s own
personnel, supported by its regular accounting and legal advisers, to be able to make
the required rebate calculations. Such determination shall be evidenced in writing
with specific reference to the personnel and advisers to carry out the calculations, and
such written determination shall be maintained in the records of the Bond transaction.
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Use of Bond Proceeds and Bond-Financed or Refinanced Assets:
The Oversight Officer shall be responsible for:


monitoring the use of Bond proceeds (including investment earnings and including
reimbursement of expenditures made before Bond issuance) and the use of Bondfinanced or refinanced assets (e.g., facilities, furnishings or equipment) throughout the
term of the Bonds to ensure compliance with covenants and restrictions set forth in the
Tax Certificate relating to the Bonds;



maintaining records identifying the assets or portion of assets that are financed or
refinanced with proceeds of each issue of Bonds (including investment earnings and
including reimbursement of expenditures made before Bond issuance), including a final
allocation of Bond proceeds as described below under “Record Keeping Requirements”;



consulting at least annually with personnel responsible for Bond-financed or refinanced
assets to identify and discussing any existing or planned use of Bond-financed or
refinanced assets, to ensure that those uses are consistent with all covenants and
restrictions set forth in the Tax Certificate relating to the Bonds; and



to the extent that the Borrower discovers that any applicable tax restrictions regarding use
of Bond proceeds and Bond-financed or refinanced assets will or may be violated,
consulting promptly with bond counsel and other legal counsel and advisers to determine
a course of action to remediate all nonqualified Bonds, if such counsel advises that a
remedial action is necessary;

All relevant records and contracts shall be maintained as described below.
Record Keeping Requirement
The Oversight Officer shall be responsible for maintaining the following documents for the term
of each issue of Bonds (including refunding Bonds, if any) plus at least 3 years:


a copy of the Bond closing transcript and other relevant documentation delivered to the
Board at or in connection with closing of the issue of Bonds;



a copy of all material documents relating to capital expenditures financed or refinanced
by Bond proceeds, including (without limitation) construction contracts, purchase orders,
invoices, trustee requisitions and payment records, as well as documents relating to costs
reimbursed with Bond proceeds and records identifying the assets or portion of assets that
are financed or refinanced with Bond proceeds, including a final allocation of Bond
proceeds; and



a copy of all records of investments, investment agreements, investment earnings,
arbitrage reports and underlying documents, including trustee statements, in connection
with any investment agreements, and copies of all bidding documents, if any.
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Shepherd University
Board of Governors
Minutes of the Meeting of June 6, 2013
The Shepherd University Board of Governors met on June 6, 2013 in the annual meeting. Members
participating were: John Beatty, Jason Best, Marcia Brand [phone], Gat Caperton, Elizabeth Greer, Holly
McCall [phone], W. Mark Rudolph [phone] and Veronique N. Walker. Also present were Shepherd
University President Suzanne Shipley, members of the executive staff and others. Board members D. Scott
Roach, Diane Shewbridge and John Younis were absent from the meeting.
1.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Mayor Jim Auxer and Pam Berry, Vice President of the Shepherdstown Business Association,
provided public comments related to the Shepherd University Facilities Master Plan being
considered for approval later in the meeting.
Mayor Auxer indicated that he was pleased with walkable aspects of the plan; but continues to be
concerned about a delay in building a parking garage. As the representative of the Corporation of
Shepherdstown, he requested that the timeline be adjusted to include the building of a parking
garage at the same time as a facilities building, saying that the town would be willing to explore
financing options with the University. He emphasized that a parking garage should be the next
capital project, and that the town wants to work in tandem with the University to create investment
opportunities.
Ms. Berry stated that parking has been an issue since her arrival in 1985. She said that the idea of a
parking garage has been promised for many years and that many in the business community were
dismayed when the building of the parking garage was delayed until 2020 in the master plan. She
believes that the expansion on West Campus will not solve issues of parking on East Campus and
in town. Looking at a potential revenue-generating opportunity, Ms. Berry said that she believes
students will pay a premium to park closest to classes.

2.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF APRIL 18, 2013
M (Best), S (Walker), PASSED, all members participating by phone were polled, that the minutes
of the April 18, 2013 meeting of the Board of Governors be adopted as presented at the meeting.

3.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shipley thanked John Sherwood, Chair Caperton and Vice President Segar for their
involvement in the process of the facilities master plan. As a part of the core team on the project,
they and the broader team invested a tremendous amount of time and effort. She expressed her
thanks to everyone throughout the campus community for their engagement in the process.

4.

APPROVAL OF ANNUAL ATHLETIC PROGRAM PHILOSPHY
M (Best), S (Beatty), PASSED, all members participating by phone were polled, that the
following resolution be adopted by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors approves the
Shepherd University Athletic Program Philosophy for the period July 1, 2013 –
June 30, 2014 as presented in the agenda materials of June 6, 2013.
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5.

APPROVAL OF PROPOSED CONCENTATION IN STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION
M (Walker), S (Best), PASSED, all members participating by phone were polled, that the
following resolution be adopted by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors approves the additional
concentration of Strategic Communication in the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
in Communication and New Media, effective for the Fall 2013 academic semester.

6.

APPROVAL OF NOTICE OF INTENT TO AMEND BOARD OF GOVERNORS POLICY
19, ACADEMIC FREEDOM, PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, PROMOTION, AND
TENURE
M (Best), S (Walker), PASSED, all members participating by phone were polled, that the
following resolution be adopted by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors approves the
issuance of the Notice of Amendment of Policy 19, Academic Freedom,
Professional Responsibility, Promotion, and Tenure as presented in the agenda
materials of June 6, 2013, and directs the President to distribute the Notice to all
required recipients as provided for in Policy 4, together with a summary of Policy
4’s description of the manner in which comments will be received.

7.

REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF AMENDMENTS TO SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY BOARD
OF GOVERNORS BYLAWS
M (Walker), S (Best), PASSED, all members participating by phone were polled, that the
following resolution be adopted by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors approves the
amendments to the Bylaws as presented in the agenda materials of June 6, 2013.

8.

CAMPUS SAFETY ANNUAL DATA REPORT
General Counsel Alan Perdue and University Police Chief John McAvoy presented to the Board
the Campus Safety Annual Data Report.

9.

QUARTERLY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT
Ms. Deborah Judd, Vice President for Administration and Finance, presented to the Board the
Quarterly Financial Management Report for the period ending March 31, 2013.

10.

FY2015 CAPITAL FUNDING PRIORITIES
M (Best), S (Beatty), PASSED, all members participating by phone were polled, that the
following resolution be adopted by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors approves the Capital
Funding Priorities as presented in the agenda book, and authorizes the President to file the
Capital Funding Priorities on its behalf to the West Virginia Higher Education Policy
Commission.

11.

PROPOSED FY2014 ANNUAL BUDGET
Ms. Deborah Judd, Vice President for Administration and Finance, presented to the Board the
Proposed FY2014 Annual Budget.
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12.

INSTITUTIONAL STATEGIC INDICATORS:
President Shipley presented to the Board the Institutional Strategic Indicators. Members of the
Board requested that staff continue to report on these indicators on an annual basis.

13.

REPORT OF THE BOARD SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE FACILITIES MASTER PLAN
AND APPROVAL OF THE FACILITIES MASTER PLAN
Chair Caperton presented to the Board the Report of the Board Sub-committee on the Facilities
Master Plan.
M (Walker), S (Beatty), PASSED, 7-1, all members participating by phone were polled, that the
following resolution be adopted by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors approves the Facilities
Master Plan as presented, and authorizes the President to forward Shepherd University’s
Facilities Master Plan on its behalf to the West Virginia Higher Education Policy
Commission for its approval.

14.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS FOR 2013-2014
Beatty nominated a slate of Gat Caperton as chair, Mark Rudolph as Vice Chair, and Dr. Marcia
Brand as Secretary. There were no other nominations. The slate of officers for 2013-2014 was
accepted by acclamation. All members participating by phone were polled.
Walker then nominated Mark Rudolph as chair, and John Beatty, and John Younis for membership
of the Audit and Finance Committee. There were no other nominations. The Audit and Finance
Committee members for 2013-2014 were accepted by acclamation. All members participating by
phone were polled.

15.

PROPOSED 2013-2014 MEETING DATES
Chair Caperton reviewed the meeting schedule for 2013-2014 with the Board.

16.

MOTION TO EXECUTIVE SESSION
M (Roach), S (Beatty), PASSED, That pursuant to Section 4 of Article 9A of Chapter 6 of the
WV Code, it was moved that the Board enter into executive session for the purpose of: discussion
of matters relating to honoraria and awards.
At the conclusion of the executive session, the Board returned to open session.

17.

MOTION TO REGULAR SESSION M (Best) S (Walker)

18.

NEW BUSINESS
The Board approved by acclamation the following special resolution for adoption by the Board:
BOARD OF GOVERNORS RESOLUTION
HONORING MS. VERONIQUE N. WALKER
WHEREAS, Ms. Veronique N. Walker has served her alma mater with distinction as a member of
the Shepherd University Board of Governors from 2009 to 2013;
WHEREAS, Ms. Walker’s passion for effective education of the region’s youth inspired her
collaboration with Shepherd in the development of the “Unpacking the College Experience;”
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WHEREAS, “Unpacking the College Experience” helps communicate the message to area students
and their families about the possibilities of going to college and has been recognized as a model for
other institutions, placing Shepherd University at the forefront of providing the tools for success in
college;
WHEREAS, Ms. Walker, through her contributions as a member of the Enrollment Management
Committee and as a participant in many programs on campus has helped enhance Shepherd’s
educational services;
WHEREAS, Ms. Walker has been, and continues to be, an advocate for Shepherd University in the
community through both her role with the Berkeley County school system and as an active
volunteer in a wide range of organizations;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, THAT the Shepherd University Board of Governors honors
Ms. Veronique N. Walker for her record of leadership, expresses to her its sincere gratitude and
admiration, and looks forward to her continued service to the University; and
FURTHER, BE IT RESOLVED, THAT this resolution be inscribed upon the minutes of the June
6, 2013 Board of Governors meeting and that a copy of the resolution be presented to Ms. Walker.

___________________________
Gat Caperton
Chair
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Shepherd University
Board of Governors
Minutes of the Meeting of July 30, 2013
The Shepherd University Board of Governors met on July 30, 2013 in Room 202, Ikenberry Hall, 301
North King Street, Shepherdstown, West Virginia. Members participating by phone were: John Beatty,
Jason Best, Marcia Brand, Gat Caperton, Alana Gondeck, Holly McCall, D. Scott Roach, Mark Rudolph
and John Younis. Also present were Shepherd University President Suzanne Shipley, members of the
executive staff and others. Board member Diane Shewbridge was absent from the meeting.
1.

ADMINISTRATION OF OATH OF OFFICE FOR NEW BOARD MEMBER
The oath of office was administered by Chair Gat Caperton to Alana Gondeck, new member to the
Board.

2.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
No public comments were made.

3.

REFUNDING OF INSTITUTIONAL BONDS
M (Rudolph), S (Brand), PASSED, all members participating by phone were polled, that the
following resolution be adopted by the Board:

RESOLUTION OF THE SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE REFUNDING (“REFUNDING”) OF
ALL OR A PORTION OF THE SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF
GOVERNORS STUDENT FEE REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2003, THE
SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF GOVERNORS INFRASTRUCTURE
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2004B AND/OR THE SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF GOVERNORS REVENUE BONDS (SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY
RESIDENCE FACILITIES PROJECTS), SERIES 2005 AND THE ISSUANCE
BY THE SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF NOT TO
EXCEED $30,000,000 IN AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF
SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF GOVERNORS REFUNDING
REVENUE BONDS, IN ONE OR MORE SERIES, TO EFFECTUATE SUCH
REFUNDING (THE “BONDS”); AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION AND
DELIVERY OF A SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE TO A BOND
TRUST INDENTURE WITH RESPECT TO THE BONDS; AUTHORIZING THE
SALE OF THE BONDS TO PIPER JAFFRAY & CO. PURSUANT TO A BOND
PURCHASE AGREEMENT RELATING THERETO AND THE EXECUTION
AND DELIVERY OF SUCH BOND PURCHASE AGREEMENT;
AUTHORIZING OR RATIFYING THE DISTRIBUTION OF A PRELIMINARY
OFFICIAL STATEMENT AND AUTHORIZING THE DISTRIBUTION OF AN
OFFICIAL STATEMENT RELATING TO THE BONDS; AUTHORIZING THE
EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF OTHER DOCUMENTS AND
AGREEMENTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE BONDS INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO AN ESCROW AGREEMENT, A CONTINUING
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DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT AND A TAX REGULATORY AGREEMENT;
DELEGATING TO THE PRESIDENT OF SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY AND
THE CHAIRPERSON AND VICE-CHAIRPERSON OF SHEPHERD
UNIVERSITY BOARD OF GOVERNORS CERTAIN RESPONSIBILITIES IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SALE AND ISSUANCE OF THE BONDS; AND
TAKING OTHER ACTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE AND
ISSUANCE OF THE BONDS AND THE REFUNDING.
WHEREAS, to improve the quality of student life and academic culture, enhance
student services and respond to students’ needs, and to comply with its Master Plan, Shepherd
University (the “University”) has previously undertaken certain capital projects and has financed
all or a portion of the costs relating to those projects through the issuance of the following bonds:
(a) The Shepherd University Board of Governors Student Fee Revenue Bonds, Series 2003, issued
on January 22, 2003, in the original principal amount of $5,990,000, $4,930,000 of which remains
outstanding, (b) The Shepherd University Board of Governors Infrastructure Revenue Bonds,
Series 2004B, issued on September 9, 2004, in the original principal amount of $3,405,000,
$2,140,000 of which remains outstanding, and (c) The Shepherd University Board of Governors
Revenue Bonds (Shepherd University Residence Facilities Projects), Series 2005, issued on May
24, 2005, in the original principal amount of $22,925,000 (the “Series 2005 Bonds”), $20,090,000
of which remains outstanding (collectively, the “Bonds to be Refunded”); and
WHEREAS, the University has been advised that debt service savings can be
achieved by refunding all or a portion of the Bonds to be Refunded; and
WHEREAS, the University proposes to refund all or a portion of the Bonds to be
Refunded and to pay issuance and related costs through the issuance of tax-exempt Refunding
Revenue Bonds by The Shepherd University Board of Governors (the “Board”) in an aggregate
principal amount of not more than $30,000,000, in one or more series (the “Bonds”); and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the authority contained in Chapter 18B, Article 10,
Chapter 18B, Article 19, Chapter 18, Article 23 and Chapter 13, Article 2G (collectively, the
“Act”), the Board is authorized to issue the Bonds (as described herein) for the purposes of (i)
refunding all or a portion of the Bonds to be Refunded, and (ii) paying the costs of issuance of the
Bonds and related costs; and
WHEREAS, the Board has determined to issue the Bonds for the purposes set
forth above; and
WHEREAS, the University has requested that the West Virginia Higher Education
Policy Commission approve the issuance of the Bonds and the refunding of all or a portion of the
Bonds to be Refunded; and
WHEREAS, the Board has previously issued the Series 2005 Bonds pursuant to
that certain Bond Trust Indenture dated as of May 1, 2005, by and between the Board and
WesBanco Bank, Inc., as Bond Trustee (the “Original Indenture”); and
WHEREAS, the Board has also previously issued its Revenue Bonds (Shepherd
University Wellness Center Project) Series 2007 on October 30, 2007 in the original aggregate
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principal amount of $20,090,000 (the “Series 2007 Bonds” and together with any of the Series
2005 Bonds not refunded as part of the Refunding, the “Prior Bonds”) pursuant to that certain First
Supplemental Bond Trust Indenture dated as of October 1, 2007, by and between the Board and
WesBanco Bank, Inc., as Bond Trustee (the “First Supplemental Indenture”) supplementing and
amending the Original Indenture; and
WHEREAS, the Bonds will be issued pursuant to the terms of and secured under
the Original Indenture, on parity with the Prior Bonds, pursuant to a Second Supplemental
Indenture (the “Second Supplemental Indenture”) to the Original Indenture to be entered into by
and between the Board and WesBanco Bank, Inc., as Bond Trustee (the “Trustee”), in connection
with the issuance of the Bonds; and
WHEREAS, the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds will be
payable from the Auxiliary Fees and Auxiliary Capital Fees, as defined in the Act, collected by the
University, including but not limited to the revenues of all dormitories, student housing facilities,
food service facilities, student union facilities, athletic facilities, transportation facilities and motor
vehicle parking facilities of the University, and the Required Educational and General Capital
Fees, as defined in the Act, imposed on students of the University and collected under the Act for
the purposes of supporting debt service, capital projects and campus maintenance and renewal for
the University’s educational and general educational facilities, exclusive of that component part of
the Required Educational and General Capital Fees of the University that constituted registration
and tuition fees in effect as of March 21, 2004, and imposed and collected under the Act for the
purpose of supporting debt service of systemwide bond issues, as further set forth in the Original
Indenture, as supplemented and amended by the First Supplemental Indenture and the Second
Supplemental Indenture (collectively, the “Indenture”); and
WHEREAS, the Bonds will be secured, on parity with the Prior Bonds, by a
pledge of the Auxiliary Fees and Auxiliary Capital Fees, as defined in the Act, collected by the
University, including but not limited to the revenues of all dormitories, student housing facilities,
food service facilities, student union facilities, athletic facilities, transportation facilities and motor
vehicle parking facilities of the University, and the Required Educational and General Capital
Fees, as defined in the Act, imposed on students of the University and collected under the Act for
the purposes of supporting debt service, capital projects and campus maintenance and renewal for
the University’s educational and general educational facilities, exclusive of that component part of
the Required Educational and General Capital Fees of the University that constituted registration
and tuition fees in effect as of March 21, 2004, and imposed and collected under the Act for the
purpose of supporting debt service of systemwide bond issues, the revenues pledged to secure the
payment of the Bonds being more particularly described in the Indenture and other amounts held
under the Indenture (the “Pledged Revenues”), all such pledges to be subject to all prior pledges
thereof, if any, and otherwise in the manner and to the extent to be provided for in the Indenture,
and the Bonds shall be special obligations of the State and shall not constitute debts of the State;
WHEREAS, the Bonds will contain on the faces thereof provisions as aforesaid, as
required by the Act and as provided below; and
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of the Board to grant to the President of the
University and the Chairperson and Vice Chairperson of the Board (each, an “Authorized
Officer”) the power and authority to establish the final forms, terms and provisions of and to
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execute the Bonds, the Second Supplemental Indenture, the Bond Purchase Agreement, the
Preliminary Official Statement and Official Statement, each as herein defined, and related closing
documents and certificates, including without limitation a Certificate of Determination, an Escrow
Agreement, a Continuing Disclosure Agreement and a Tax Regulatory Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Board finds and represents that it has full power and authority to
issue the Bonds and to make the pledges for the payment thereof as described herein and more
particularly set forth in the Indenture and the Bonds, and to execute and deliver the Second
Supplemental Indenture and such other documents hereinafter described and, for the benefit of the
owners of the Bonds, to grant a lien on and security interest in the Pledged Revenues, all pursuant
to the Act, and to execute and deliver such other documents and to take the actions contemplated
thereby;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF GOVERNORS AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
Findings and Determinations. The Board specifically adopts the
findings and determinations in the Recitals and further finds and determines as follows:
(a)
It has full power and authority to issue the Bonds, to refund all or a portion
of the Bonds to be Refunded, and to make the pledges for the payment thereof as described herein
and in the Indenture, and to enter into the Second Supplemental Indenture and the other
agreements relating to the Bonds and the refunding of all or a portion of the Bonds to be
Refunded, and the Board has taken or will take by the adoption of this Resolution all actions
necessary to authorize the Authorized Officers to sign, seal and deliver the Second Supplemental
Indenture, the Bond Purchase Agreement, the Bonds and the other agreements relating thereto,
including without limitation an Escrow Agreement, a Continuing Disclosure Agreement and a Tax
Regulatory Agreement, and to authorize or ratify the distribution of the Preliminary Official
Statement and authorize the distribution of an Official Statement relating to the Bonds.
(b)
This Resolution is adopted pursuant to and in accordance with the
provisions of the Act, and the Bonds shall be issued pursuant to the Act.
(c)
The refunding of all or a portion of the Bonds to be Refunded is hereby
approved, ratified and confirmed, the determination of which of the Bonds to be Refunded are to
be ultimately refunded to be made by the President of the University after consultation with the
University’s underwriter and/or financial advisors.
(d)
It is in the best interests of the Board and the University that an Authorized
Officer have the power and authority to approve the forms of various documents and to execute
and deliver one or more certificates of the Board (whether one or more, the “Certificate of
Determination”) setting forth the final terms and provisions of the Bonds, the Second
Supplemental Indenture, the Bond Purchase Agreement and the other documents and agreements
relating to the Bonds.
Section 2.
Bonds Authorized. There is hereby authorized, subject to the
provisions of this Resolution, the Certificate of Determination and the Indenture, the issuance by
the Board of the Bonds for the purposes of (i) refunding all or a portion of the Bonds to be
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Refunded, the determination of which of the Bonds to be Refunded are to be ultimately refunded
to be made by the President of the University after consultation with the University’s underwriter
and/or financial advisors; and (ii) paying the costs of issuance of the Bonds and related costs.
Section 3.
Details of the Bonds. (a) The Bonds shall contain a recital that
they are issued pursuant to the Act and shall be designated as to be provided in the Second
Supplemental Indenture as executed by an Authorized Officer.
(b)
The Bonds shall be in the aggregate principal amount not to exceed
$30,000,000 in the aggregate, issued in one or more series as tax-exempt bonds, bear interest at the
rates, mature in the years and amounts, be subject to mandatory redemption, optional redemption
and extraordinary redemption, and have such other terms as set forth in the Certificate of
Determination relating to the Bonds, and as more particularly set forth in Section 6 hereof.
(c)
The form of the Bonds and other details with respect thereto shall be as set
forth in the Second Supplemental Indenture as executed by an Authorized Officer.
Section 4.
Sale of Bonds. The Bonds shall be sold by the Board to Piper
Jaffray & Co. (the “Underwriter”), pursuant to the Bond Purchase Agreement to be executed and
delivered by an Authorized Officer, in such form as the Authorized Officer executing the same
may deem necessary or desirable, his or her execution of such document to be conclusive evidence
of approval of the form of such Bond Purchase Agreement, at the purchase price set forth in the
Certificate of Determination, on the terms and conditions to be set forth in the Bond Purchase
Agreement and upon the basis of the representations therein and herein set forth. Each Authorized
Officer and the Secretary of the Board are hereby authorized and directed to carry out or cause to
be carried out all obligations of the Board under said Bond Purchase Agreement, when executed,
and the Chairperson of the Board is hereby authorized and directed to execute, and to request the
Governor and the Secretary of State of West Virginia to execute, and to deliver the Bonds to the
Trustee for authentication and to instruct the Trustee to deliver the Bonds to the Underwriter upon
receipt of the purchase price thereof in accordance with the provisions of the Bond Purchase
Agreement, and to execute and deliver all documents and instruments required in connection
therewith.
Section 5.
Official Statement.
The preparation and distribution of a
preliminary official statement with respect to the Bonds (the “Preliminary Official Statement”), in
such form approved by an Authorized Officer, are hereby authorized or ratified and approved.
Each Authorized Officer is hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver a final official
statement on behalf of the Board for the Bonds, which final official statement shall be in the form
of the preliminary official statement with such changes, insertions and omissions as may be
required to reflect the terms of the sale of the Bonds and as such Authorized Officer executing the
same may approve (the “Official Statement”). The execution of the Official Statement by an
Authorized Officer shall be conclusive evidence of such approval. Copies of the Official
Statement are hereby authorized to be prepared and furnished to the Underwriter for distribution.
Section 6.
Certificate of Determination for the Bonds. Each Authorized
Officer shall have the power and authority to execute and deliver the Certificate of Determination
for the Bonds, which may include, without limitation, provisions (i) fixing the aggregate principal
amount of the Bonds to be issued, not to exceed $30,000,000, (ii) fixing the maturity schedule for
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such Bonds, such maturity to be not later than June 1, 2035, (iii) fixing interest rates for such
Bonds, such rates not to exceed 5.5% per annum, (iv) fixing the amounts and times of mandatory
redemption for such Bonds, if any, (v) fixing optional redemption provisions for such Bonds,
including times and redemption prices, (vi) fixing the purchase price for such Bonds, which may
include underwriting and original issue discounts and premiums, or any thereof; (vii) determining
the number of series of the Bonds to be issued and the series name and/or designation for each
such series; and (viii) designating which of the Bonds to be Refunded, or portions thereof, are to
be refunded.
Section 7.
Second Supplemental Indenture; Other Documents and Actions.
Each Authorized Officer is authorized and directed to approve the form, terms and provisions of
the Second Supplemental Indenture and each Authorized Officer is authorized and empowered for
and on behalf of the Board to execute, acknowledge and deliver the Second Supplemental
Indenture and any other document, certificate, instrument or agreement required by the Act, this
Resolution, the Bond Purchase Agreement or the Indenture or otherwise necessary or convenient
to carry out the transactions contemplated by this Resolution, the Bond Purchase Agreement or the
Indenture, including without limitation an Escrow Agreement, a Continuing Disclosure
Agreement and a Tax Regulatory Agreement, each of the foregoing to be in such form as may be
approved by the Authorized Officer executing the applicable document, certificate, instrument or
agreement, the execution thereof to be conclusive evidence of such approval. Each Authorized
Officer, the Secretary and any other proper officers of the Board are further hereby authorized and
directed to execute and deliver any and all papers, instruments, and certificates required in order to
comply with state and federal securities and tax laws, regulations, practices and procedures upon
distribution of the Official Statement or sale of the Bonds and to do and cause to be done any and
all acts and things necessary or proper for carrying out the transactions contemplated by this
Resolution, the Bond Purchase Agreement or the Indenture.
Section 8.
Counsel for the Bonds.

Bond Counsel. Bowles Rice LLP is hereby appointed as Bond

Section 9.
Application of Bond Proceeds. The proceeds of sale of the Bonds,
including accrued interest, if any, shall be applied as provided in the Second Supplemental
Indenture as executed by an Authorized Officer.
Section 10. Special Obligations. The Bonds shall be secured by the pledge
effected by the Indenture and shall be payable and secured by a pledge of the Pledged Revenues as
described herein and as set forth in the Indenture and any other funds or assets described in the
Indenture. The Bonds, together with the interest thereon, are special obligations of the State and
shall not constitute a debt of the State, and the credit or taxing power of the State shall not be
pledged therefor, but the Bonds shall be payable only from the revenues and funds pledged for
their payment as provided in the Indenture. No recourse shall be had for the payment of the
principal of, premium, if any, or interest on the Bonds or for any claim based thereon, on this
Resolution or on any of the documents executed in connection therewith against any official,
member, officer or employee of the Board or the State or any person executing the Bonds, and
neither members of the Board nor any person executing the Bonds shall be liable personally on the
Bonds by reason of the issuance thereof.
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Section 11. Delivery of Bonds. The Bonds shall be executed as provided herein
and in accordance with the provisions of the Indenture and shall be delivered to the Underwriter in
accordance with the provisions of the Bond Purchase Agreement.
Section 12. Written Direction of the Governor. In accordance with the
provisions of West Virginia Code Section 5-1-28, the Bonds may not be issued until such time as
the express written direction of the Governor to issue the Bonds has been obtained. Each
Authorized Officer together with the University’s General Counsel, Vice President for
Administration and Finance, Underwriter and Bond Counsel are authorized and directed to take all
actions necessary to obtain the express written direction of the Governor to issue the Bonds and all
prior actions taken by the foregoing in connection therewith are hereby ratified and approved.
Section 13.

Effect.

This Resolution shall go into effect immediately upon

adoption.
4.

NEW BUSINESS
None.

___________________________
Gat Caperton
Chair
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Being Bold
In spite of the many challenges in higher education, Shepherd University has experienced some fairly
significant successes during the past couple of years. The summer saw the opening of the Martinsburg
Center with a ribbon-cutting in July. Since then, we have received permission from the Higher Learning
Commission (HLC) to offer programs at the center, and have delivered 1,008 credits with 37 sections and
336 students.
During the last academic year, we planned for a concerted effort to increase summer enrollments. Our
plan, which included increasing course offerings, cancelling fewer classes, introducing 35 new, fully
online courses, and offering more than 40 hybrid courses, contributed to the increases in enrollment for the
summer sessions.
The area of advancement also continues to see great successes in grant activity and individual gifts. Since
FY2007, Shepherd has doubled the number of grants it has secured annually. Additionally, we have
consistently met one of the goals of the Crossroads Strategic Plan in securing annually more than $1
million in grants. FY2013 saw $3.63 million in direct gifts, and generated more than $7.55 million in new
and deferred gifts, including a single pledge of $4.25 million. Receipts for FY2014 are projected to be
equal to or higher than FY2013.
The profile of both our accepted and matriculated students continues to improve, having gone from an
acceptance rate of 94 percent in Fall 2008 to 76 percent this year. The ACT of our incoming students
continues to be maintained at 22, while the average grade point average increased from 3.27 last year to
3.34 for the 2013-2014 freshman class. Since the 2008-2009 academic year, Shepherd University has
produced more than 3,600 graduates, with a record number class of 770 this year.
We have continued to implement more cost-saving and revenue-enhancement measures through our
auxiliaries, and have seen more than a $1.1 million increase in net revenues that contribute to the
University’s bottom line.
All of these successes have come after facing obstacles in state funding, the political landscape, and the
economic environment, all of which impact the higher education market. Competition for students is
increasing. More positive economic trends are leading to higher numbers of part-time students. Nontraditional delivery models are proliferating. And federal oversight is widening.
Shepherd has not been immune to the impacts of these factors. As a result, we are expecting lower
numbers of new students than originally budgeted. Although the majority of our counterparts across the
state are seeing similar results, we are not complacent about this performance and have important plans in
place to turn it around in a positive direction.
We have therefore launched ambitious goals to bolster our enrollment management area. Specifically in
the area of admissions, we will involve the full campus community in the recruitment process. We will
develop a comprehensive strategy to address the negative impact of Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP)
on retention and completion. In addition, we will assess our current degree completion program, the RBA,
and how it can best be offered at the Martinsburg Center.
We will continue to charge forward as Shepherd rams do, with purpose, strength, and conviction. We will
succeed in reaching our goals. But this will require us to “Be Bold.” That is our mantra for this year as
we create initiatives that will add to our progress towards success. We invite you to Be Bold with us.
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Student Affairs
Opening of the 2013-2014 Academic Year
New student move-in occurred on August 22, with returning residential students arriving August 25. As a
part of the orientation program, the Division of Student Affairs instituted a one-day new student
orientation program, formerly a two-day program, in order to increase student participation. For those that
were unable to participate in the on-campus orientation, a virtual new student orientation was developed
and piloted this year.

Capital Projects
Soccer Complex Renovations
The Shepherd Rams soccer team took up residence at the new soccer complex late last month with
practices on the field beginning August 27, and the first game played at the complex on September 5. The
project, which includes the re-orientation of the field, a synthetic field, a natural grass field, and enhanced
parking, is fully complete well in advance of the October completion date. The natural grass field, while
seeded, will be withheld from use until next summer or fall to ensure that the grass has taken root.
Ikenberry Hall HVAC Replacement
The HVAC portion of this project was completed, and dislocated occupants of the building relocated back
into the newly-renovated spaces in early August. The temporary office spaces utilized in StutzmanSlonaker were restored for classroom occupation prior to the beginning of the academic year. Work to the
front entrance door and entry area was completed earlier this month.
Renewable Energy Charging Station
In conjunction with faculty in the Institute of Environmental and Physical Sciences, a vehicle charging
station was installed behind Snyder Hall. The station, which provides charging capacity for three electric
vehicles, also includes permeable pavers.

Athletics
Lacrosse Earns National Title
The Shepherd University women’s lacrosse team is the 2013 NCAA II statistical champion for Scoring
Offense (17.31 goals per game). Shepherd edged national champion Long Island University-Post (16.90)
for the honor. The Rams recorded 20 goals or more in eight games this year, including a record-setting
29-goal outburst against the University of Findlay. Shepherd posted a 10-6 mark on the season in only its
fourth season as a varsity program.
Football Ranked in Pre-Season Polls
Beginning his 27th season as head coach, Monte Cater had his football Rams recognized by his peer
coaches as the pre-season favorite in the Mountain East Conference and recognized in two national polls.
The Rams were ranked 25th in the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) pre-season poll and
24th in the D2football.com poll. Coming off last season’s final WVIAC championship and NCAA
Division II playoff appearance, the Rams have one of the largest senior classes in memory. After two
games with decisive wins over Shippensburg University and Fairmont State University, the Rams are
ranked 15th in the latest 2013 AFCA Division II Coaches’ Poll.
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Advancement
Year-To-Date Giving Summary: 7/1/13 through 7/31/13
The Giving Summary provides annual data for year-to-date comparisons with the previous fiscal year. Data
provided include outright gifts and payments received on pledges, grants and deferred commitments during the
reporting period.
 During the first month of the fiscal year, $142,490 was received. This is on target with what was received by
July 31, 2012.
 Gifts to annual programs yielded $16,095 which is $8,842 less than what had been received in the month of
July last year. Strategies include building the Leadership Circle and a shift in the annual fund mailing
schedule. If these strategies are successful, decreasing trends may continue through the first quarter but be
made up beginning in October.
 Giving from faculty and staff remains consistent with last year. Ten gifts yielding $1,495 were received from
employees in July.
 Giving to endowments during July decreased from last year. Twelve gifts totaling $935 were received.
 Payouts from competitive grants increased by 27 percent over last year. Grant activity generated $125,460
during the first month of the year as compared to $98,965 generated during the same period in FY2012.
 Overall, 174 gifts from 148 donors were received. Fifty-eight percent of the donors were from alumni and 29
percent were from friends of the University.
Comprehensive Fundraising Report: 7/1/13 through 7/31/13
The Comprehensive Fundraising Report provides analysis of cumulative data from the start date of the fiscal
year through the end of the reporting period. The report includes data from all external fundraising programs
managed through the Office of Advancement and the Shepherd University Foundation.
 During the first month of the fiscal year, $33,280 was pledged and/or paid in new, direct gifts.
 New gifts to endowment equal $935 while gifts to annual programs equal $16,095.
 No new deferred gifts were documented.
 Grants totaling $16,250 were awarded.
 We continue to be supported by our constituencies as detailed in the following chart:
43

Friends have paid/pledged

$6,334

86
7

Alumni have paid/pledged
Corporations have paid/pledged

$8,700
$1,461

0
4

Foundations have paid/pledged
Others have paid/pledged

$0
$535

2

Government
Total

$16,250
$33,280

Staffing
Staff Arrivals and Transitions

 Kimberly Scranage, Vice President for Enrollment Management, has accepted Kutztown University’s (Pa.)
offer to become the institution’s first vice president in this area. Her last day at Shepherd is October 4. A
reception will be held on Wednesday, October 2, for members of the campus community to thank Kim and
wish her continued success with this new opportunity. The Board will have an opportunity to do the same
during the September board meeting.
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 With the retirement of long-time employee Karl Wolf on July 1, Melanie Ford was named assistant director
of athletics. Ford will oversee NCAA, Mountain East Conference, and Federal compliance issues as well as
assist in other administrative duties within the 12 sport NCAA Division II Athletic Department.
Melanie leaves behind a coaching legacy having served the women’s basketball program for the past 11
seasons including the past four as head coach. She directed the Rams to a 20-win season in 2011-2012 and
had a career record of 66-50 and a 53-35 mark in conference action. Off the court, her team also excelled in
the classroom and in the community. During her tenure as head coach the team captured the Rams’ Cup
twice since its 2010-2011 inception showing involvement throughout the department. The team was
recognized four times as a top 15 program by the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association for having a
high cumulative grade point average. The WVIAC also awarded the team the Red Hartman Award
(Sportsmanship) twice during her coaching tenure.
Antoinette “Toni” West was named to replace Melanie as head women’s basketball coach, taking over the
head coaching reins after serving as an assistant coach at Shepherd for two seasons. Prior to Shepherd she
had head coaching experience at California State University East Bay from 2008 to 2010 as the school
transitioned from NAIA to NCAA II status, and at Las Positas College in 2006, leading the team to a 20-win
season and a berth in the California Junior College playoffs in the program's first season. Her extensive
coaching background includes stints as an assistant at NCAA Division II schools San Francisco State
University and Dominican University (CA) as well as California junior colleges, San Joaquin Delta College
and DeAnza College.

Upcoming Events
Monday, September 23-Saturday, September 28
Appalachian Heritage Week
Friday, October 4
2013 Founders Day
Saturday, October 5
Homecoming Events
Tuesday, October 29
Jazz Night, Frank Center Theater
Saturday, November 9-Sunday, November 10
Masterworks Chorale, Frank Center Theater
Saturday, November 14
Wind Symphony Concert, Frank Center Theater
Saturday, November 16
Two Rivers Chamber Orchestra, Frank Center Theater

For other Shepherd events, event locations and times, please check our home page
calendarhttp://www.shepherd.edu/university/calendars/
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QUARTERLY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT
Ms. Deborah Judd, Vice President for Administration and Finance, will present the quarterly financial
management report.
OVERVIEW
The presentation includes three documents: 1) fourth quarter draft FY2013 report of net assets; 2) fourth
quarter draft FY2013 compared to the annual budget targets; and 3) fourth quarter draft FY2013 yearover-year comparison with FY2012 (Tables 1-3).
At the end of the fourth quarter, the University had sufficient cash and other resources on hand to meet
operating and capital requirements.
Highlights of the fourth quarter report include:
 the impact of construction for the Center for Contemporary Arts (CCA) II and underpass projects;
 an increase in operating revenues year-over-year;
 a decrease in operating expenses year-over-year; and
 the inclusion of the approved budget and use of reserves for the Martinsburg Center.
NET ASSETS
The fourth quarter shows an 11.71 percent increase in net assets on the balance sheet. Cash is down due
to the use of foundation money received for the CCA II and use of auxiliary funds for the underpass
project. Grants and contracts receivable are down due to more timely billings and payments prior to yearend when compared to last year. Due from commission is down because all funding-assisted projects
were billed and paid prior to year-end. Inventory is down due mainly to the bookstore not receiving any
fall shipments until after June 30. Deferred revenue is down due to the use of foundation money
contributed for the CCA II project. Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) reflect the change yearover-year in the continued increase of the liability. Although the liability continues to increase, it is doing
so at a reduced rate. The annual cost billed to employers was reduced significantly in the current year due
to several reasons including: 1) eligible participants hired after June 30, 2010, will be required to fully
fund premium contributions upon retirement; and 2) State Government will contribute $30 million
annually to the West Virginia Retirees Health Benefits Trust Fund (RHBT) starting in 2016 through 2035.
RHBT assets will be used to eliminate the OPEB liability starting in 2017 and employers will be issued
annual credits to eliminate amounts previously billed. Compensated balances increased due to an
increased amount of leave accruing during the fiscal year, indicating fewer leave hours being utilized by
employees.
OPERATING REVENUE
The University generated 98.3 percent of its operating revenue targets for the year and was over FY2012
revenues by $1.2 million.
Tuition and Fee Revenue: Tuition and fee revenue captured 95.5 percent of the fiscal year budget, falling
short by $835,000. The initial projection was an enrollment shortfall of $1.3 million. Due to stronger-
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than-anticipated spring and summer terms, a mid-year raise was released as was some funding for end-ofyear projects in academics.
Auxiliary Enterprises: Auxiliary revenues are at 97.9 percent of budget reflecting a slight increase over
last year by $75,000.
OPERATING EXPENSE
The University expended approximately 98.4 percent of its operating budget for FY2013, indicating
attention to controlling expenditures as a result of the enrollment revenue shortfall.
NON-OPERATING REVENUE AND EXPENSE
Non-operating revenue and expense approximated the FY2013 budget. Non-operating federal revenue
reflects Pell money, which is $279,000 lower than last year.
INCOME BEFORE OTHER REVENUES, EXPENSES, GAINS OR LOSSES AND INVESTMENT IN
MARTINSBURG
For FY2013, the University spent $409,000 on the Martinsburg Center, which is $89,000 less than
anticipated. Those expenses are reflected in the Core Operating Expenses, which means excluding the
Martinsburg expenditures, the adjusted income before Other Revenues, Expenses, Gains or Losses is
$114,000.
OTHER REVENUES, EXPENSES, GAINS OR LOSSES
Capital Grants and Gifts are up over last year due to construction and project billings for CCA II and the
window replacement projects. OPEB expense is down from last year by $2.5 million. This is the result
of changes the State made during the last calendar year which allow for a reduction in the Annual
Required Contribution and the annual OPEB cost billed to employers, which equates to $79 per health
policy of current employees in FY2013 compared to $794 in FY2012 for Shepherd.
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Table 1

Shepherd University
Statement of Net Assets
As of June 30, 2013 (Draft)
(Dollars in Thousands)
Actual
6/30/13
ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable net
Grants and contracts receivable, net
Due from the Commission
Inventories
Loans Receivable
Other assets
Total Current assets

Actual
6/30/12

% Change

$16,541
499
172
408
100
67
17,787

20,695
292
348
917
608
81
22,941

-20.07%
70.61%
-50.58%
-100.00%
-32.88%
24.24%
n/a
-22.47%

10
398
326
137,123
137,857

1
402
420
124,344
125,168

790.86%
-1.05%
-22.38%
10.28%
10.14%

$155,643

$148,108

5.09%

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Long-term liabilities - current portion
Total Current liabilities

3,983
2,588
567
2,041
9,179

3,601
2,218
2,570
1,958
10,347

10.60%
16.70%
-77.94%
4.27%
368.87%

Noncurrent liabilities:
Advances from federal sponsors
Deposits
Other post employment benefits
Compensated absences
Leases Payable
Bonds Payable
Total Noncurrent liabilities

559
194
9,431
652
57
44,035
54,928

576
234
9,227
427
141
45,217
55,823

-2.97%
-17.04%
2.21%
52.69%
-59.44%
-2.62%
-1.60%

TOTAL LIABILITIES

64,108

66,169

-3.12%

NET ASSETS

91,536

81,939

11.71%

$155,643

$148,108

5.09%

Noncurrent assets:
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Loans receivable, net
Capital assets net
Total Noncurrent assets
TOTAL ASSETS

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Shepherd University Board of Governors
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Table 2

Shepherd University
Budget to Actual Report
For The Period From July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 (Draft)
(Dollars in Thousands)
FY13
Budget
Annual
OPERATING REVENUES
Tuition and Fees
Federal Grants and Contracts
State and Local Grants and Contracts
Private Grants and Contracts
Sales and Services of Educational Activities
Auxiliary Enterprises
Other Operating Revenues
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES
OPERATING EXPENSES
Core Operating Expenses
Primary Mission Costs
Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Scholarships & Fellowships
Subtotal Primary Mission Costs
Other Core Operating Expenses
Operations and Maintenance
Institutional Support
Research
Public Service
Subtotal Other Core Operating Expenses
Total Core Operating Expenses
Auxiliary Expenses
Depreciation Expense
Transfers and Other (Additions) Subtractions
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NONOPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES
State Appropriations
Nonoperating federal revenue
Investment Income
Interest on capital asset related debt
Loss on disposal of equipment
Gifts
Payments on behalf of Shepherd University
Fees assessed by the Commission for interest and reserves
Income Before Other Revenues, Expenses, Gains or Losses
and Investment in Martinsburg
Investment in Martinsburg
OTHER REVENUES, EXPENSES, GAINS OR LOSSES
Capital Grants and Gifts
CTC Net Assets Transfer
Other Post Employment Benefits (OPEB) expense
Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets
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FY 13
Actual
YTD

$
Variance

%
Budget

$18,657
1,105
4,151
90
55
19,211
800
44,069

$17,822
1,055
4,744
84
42
18,805
756
43,308

$835
50
(593)
6
13
406
44
761

95.5%
95.5%
114.3%
93.8%
75.9%
97.9%
94.5%
98.3%

17,723
3,765
4,030
2,715
28,233

17,003
3,563
4,187
2,529
27,282

720
202
(157)
186
951

95.9%
94.6%
103.9%
93.1%
96.6%

4,974
5,701
26
303
11,004
39,237

5,146
5,742
6
309
11,203
38,485

(172)
(41)
20
(6)
(199)
752

103.5%
100.7%
23.5%
101.9%
101.8%
98.1%

14,528
5,968
303
60,036

14,236
6,059
310
59,089

292
(91)
(7)
947

98.0%
101.5%
102.2%
98.4%

11,229
5,650
(2,200)
860
(70)

11,228
5,679
65
(2,183)
(56)
790
(38)

1
(29)
(65)
(17)
56
70
(32)

100.0%
100.5%
n/a
99.2%
n/a
91.9%
n/a
54.0%

(498)

(295)

(203)

59.3%

498

409

89

82.2%

9,700
(340)

10,104
2
(204)

(404)
(2)
(136)

104.2%
n/a
60.0%

8,862

9,606

(744)

108.4%
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Table 3

Shepherd University
Statement of Revenues Expenses and Other Changes
For The Period From July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 (Draft)
(Dollars in Thousands)
Budget
12 Months
FY13
Ended
Annual
6/30/13
OPERATING REVENUES
Tuition and Fees
Federal Grants and Contracts
State and Local Grants and Contracts
Private Grants and Contracts
Sales and Services of Educational Activities
Auxiliary Enterprises
Other Operating Revenues
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES
OPERATING EXPENSES
Core Operating Expenses
Primary Mission Costs
Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Scholarships & Fellowships
Subtotal Primary Mission Costs
Other Core Operating Expenses
Operations and Maintenance
Institutional Support
Research
Public Service
Subtotal Other Core Operating Expenses
Total Core Operating Expenses
Auxiliary Expenses
Depreciation Expense
Transfers and Other (Additions) Subtractions
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NONOPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES
State Appropriations
Nonoperating federal revenue
Investment Income
Interest on capital asset related debt
Loss on disposal of equipment
Gifts
Fees assessed by the Commission for interest and reserves
Income Before Other Revenues, Expenses, Gains or Losses
and Investment in Martinsburg
Investment in Martinsburg
OTHER REVENUES, EXPENSES, GAINS OR LOSSES
Capital Grants and Gifts
CTC Net Assets Transfer
Other Post Employment Benefits (OPEB) expense
Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets
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12 Months
Ended
6/30/12

Percent
Change
Annual

Dollar
Change
Annual

18,657
1,105
4,151
90
55
19,211
800
44,069

$17,822
1,055
4,744
84
42
18,805
756
43,308

16,673
1,311
4,299
109
57
18,730
881
42,060

6.9%
-19.5%
10.3%
-22.2%
-26.7%
0.4%
-14.2%
3.0%

$1,149
(256)
445
(24)
(15)
75
(125)
1,248

17,723
3,765
4,030
2,715
28,233

17,003
3,563
4,187
2,529
27,282

15,907
3,579
3,986
2,766
26,238

6.9%
-0.4%
5.0%
-8.6%
4.0%

1,096
(16)
201
(237)
1,044

4,974
5,701
26
303
11,004
39,237

5,146
5,742
6
309
11,203
38,485

5,239
5,701
2
310
11,252
37,490

-1.8%
0.7%
241.0%
-0.5%
-0.4%
2.7%

(93)
40
4
(2)
(50)
995

14,528
5,968
303
60,036

14,236
6,059
310
59,089

14,008
5,788
304
57,589

1.6%
4.7%
2.0%
2.6%

11,229
5,650
0
(2,200)
0
860
(70)

11,228
5,679
65
(2,183)
(56)
790
(38)

11,203
5,957
59
(2,293)
(42)
936
(72)

(498)

(295)

498

409

218
-

9,700
(340)

10,104
2
(204)

5,235
1
(2,706)

8,862

9,606

2,749

228
271
6
1,500

0.2%
-4.7%
9.7%
-4.8%
33.3%
-15.5%
-47.5%

26
(279)
6
111
(14)
(145)
34

-235.2%

(513)

n/a

409

93.0%
35.1%
92.5%

4,869
0
2,502

249.5%

$6,858
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TUITION AND FEE WAIVER REPORT

Annually, a report on the numbers and distribution of tuition and fee waivers is required by the West
Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (HEPC) to be reported to the Shepherd University Board
of Governors. The report for tuition waivers for the 2012-2013 academic year is contained below.
Ms. Sandra Oerly-Bennett, Associate Vice President for Enrollment Services and Director of Financial
Aid, will be at the meeting to answer any questions members may have regarding this report.

2012-2013 Institutional Waivers and Scholarships
Undergraduate
Waivers
Institutional Scholarships
Total

$2,424,760
$1,118,262
$3,543,022
Graduate

Waivers
Institutional Scholarships
Total

Federal
State
Institutional
Waivers
Scholarships
Private

$87,784
$108,628
$196,412

Undergraduate and Graduate Financial Aid
2011-2012
2012-2013
$28,645,173 $27,805,690
$3,928,661 $4,391,781
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$2,335,872
$1,103,180
$2,534,373

$2,512,544
$1,226,890
$3,000,491

Difference
($839,483)
$463,120
$176,672
$123,710
$466,118
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2012-13 Undergraduate Waiver Breakdown
Waivers
# of
Utilized Students
Academic Department Waivers
School of Arts & Humanities
Art
0.25
1
English
0.50
1
Mass Communications
0.50
1
History
2.75
3
School of Business & Social Sciences
Accounting
0.00
0
Economics
0.00
0
Political Science
0.75
1
Social Work
0.00
0
School of Education & Professional Studies
Education
0.50
1
Nursing Education
0.00
0
Recreation
1.50
4
School of Natural Sciences & Mathematics
Biology
1.00
1
Chemistry
1.00
1
Computer Sciences, Math & Engineering
1.25
3
7.12
23
VPAA Waivers
Subtotal 17.12
40
Admissions Waivers
Admissions Awards
22.94
82
Need Based Admissions Awards
11.59
40
Director's Award
27
Dean's Award
31
Executive's Award
35
President's Award
39
Subtotal 34.52
254
Athletic Waivers
4.50
10
Baseball
Basketball, Men's
10.00
11
Basketball, Women's
8.23
10
Football
31.00
57
Soccer, Men's
2.00
7
Soccer, Women's
2.50
7
Softball
5.00
12
Tennis, Men's
0.50
2
Tennis, Women's
0.25
1
Volleyball
5.00
10
Subtotal 68.97
127
Special Departments
Art
8.00
13
Honors
3.75
7
14.25
22
Multi-Cultural
Music
14.38
41
RN to BSN
0.09
1
Subtotal 40.46
84
Other
Health, Science & Technology Academy
6.50
7
Staff
5.87
21
Dep/Spouse
2.24
11
Yellow Ribbon
8.93
32
Subtotal 23.54
71
TOTAL 184.62
576
Mandated
Foster Care
1.63
3
Shepherd University Board of Governors
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Total Dollars
Waived

$
$
$
$

1,175.00
7,002.00
2,351.00
29,209.00

$
$
$
$

10,503.00
-

$
$
$

2,351.00
16,355.00

14,004.00
$
14,004.00
$
15,180.00
$
72,624.00
$
$ 184,758.00
202,207.00
$
$
124,020.00
43,200.00
$
79,875.00
$
106,750.00
$
175,200.00
$
$ 731,252.00
$
46,739.00
121,436.00
$
96,600.00
$
$
375,980.00
25,682.00
$
35,010.00
$
$
58,391.00
$
4,676.00
3,501.00
$
$
65,943.00
$ 833,958.00
63,771.00
$
43,213.00
$
$
141,417.00
189,099.00
$
769.00
$
$ 438,269.00
$
30,563.00
$
51,832.00
16,557.00
$
129,885.00
$
$ 228,837.00
$ 2,417,074.00
$

7,686.00

* Please note that the
Waivers Utilized totals are
automatically rounded up or
down accordingly.
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2012-2013 Undergraduate Waiver Statistics
Count
Gender
Female
Male

Residency
Common Market
Dual Admission
In-State
Out-of-State

%

Total

%

322
257
579

55.61%
1,188,865 49.03%
44.39%
1,235,896 50.97%
100.00% $ 2,424,760 100.00%

37
7
113
422
579

6.39%
77,079
3.18%
1.21%
25,059
1.03%
19.52%
220,143
9.08%
72.88%
2,102,479 86.71%
100.00% $ 2,424,760 100.00%

2012-2013 Graduate Waiver Breakdown
Hours
# of
Waived Students
Faculty/Staff Waivers, Shepherd
123.95
12
Faculty/Staff Waivers, BRCTC
0.00
0
Regular Student Waivers
59.59
18
Assistantship Waivers
39.00
4
Yellow Ribbon Program Waivers
0.00
0
TOTAL 222.54
34
* Full waiver = 18 hours; therefore, 14.02 waivers were utilized

2012-2013 Graduate Waiver Breakdown
Count

Student Type
Continuing
New
Special (employees)

TOTAL

346
219
14
579

59.76%
1,546,019 63.76%
37.82%
851,356 35.11%
2.42%
27,385
1.13%
100.00% $ 2,424,760 100.00%

579

100.00% $ 2,424,760 100.00%

Gender
Male
Female
Residency
In-State
Out-of-State
Student Type
Continuing
New
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Total Dollars
Waived
$ 47,079.00
$
$ 23,488.00
$ 17,217.00
$
$ 87,784.00

%

Total

%

10
24
34

29.4% $ 28,578.00
70.6% $ 59,206.00
100.0% $ 87,784.00

32.6%
67.4%
100.0%

22
12
34

64.7% $ 54,872.00
35.3% $ 32,912.00
100.0% $ 87,784.00

62.5%
37.5%
100.0%

20
14
34

58.8% $ 56,333.00
41.2% $ 31,451.00
100.0% $ 87,784.00

64.2%
35.8%
100.0%
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%
53.6%
0.0%
26.8%
19.6%
0.0%
100.0%
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ADVANCEMENT ANNUAL REPORT
This report reflects the activities, results, and goals of Shepherd University’s advancement program. The
advancement program is an integrated effort of the Office of Advancement and the Shepherd University
Foundation. The Office of Advancement includes University Communications, Alumni Affairs, and
Development. Dr. Diane Melby, Vice President for Advancement, will highlight the year in review and
lead a discussion around the strategic plan for advancement.
FY2013 At-A-Glance
FY2013 was a strong year for the University’s Advancement Program, as demonstrated by the
fundraising results illustrated in the graph below. Overall, the University sustained elevated giving levels
in the post-campaign period.
$8,000,000
$7,000,000
$6,000,000
$5,000,000

Grants

$4,000,000

Deferred gifts
Annual Giving

$3,000,000

Endowment
$2,000,000

Capital gifts

$1,000,000
$0
FY
04

FY
05

FY
06

FY
07

FY
08

FY
09

FY
10

FY FY FY13
11 12

Several notable trends include:





Total new commitments including direct gifts, funded grant proposals, pledges and deferred gifts
reached a ten-year high.
Giving to endowments and annual priorities has remained consistent throughout the period, regardless
of economic climate or other external pressures.
Deferred giving has had a notable impact on the philanthropic program, generating $6,123,121 over
five years.
Focusing on improving the grants culture has generated $6,637,274 over the last five years.
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Annual Collections
In total, $3,596,845 in revenue was generated from all Advancement programs during FY2013. The pie
chart below illustrates the proceeds generated by each of the four major fundraising programs. An
insignificant amount was generated for capital projects and this trend is anticipated to continue while the
campus prepares for implementation of the Master Plan.

Annual Giving
Endowments
Capital

Progress Towards Meeting Strategic Indicators
Shepherd University adopted a set of strategic indicators against which we would measure our progress
toward achieving our vision of becoming a premier, public liberal arts university. The indicator selected
for Advancement was that voluntary annual contributions would exceed the average of our COPLAC
peers. The chart below indicates that Advancement did not meet that benchmark in FY2012. However, it
is noted that the long-term trend for annual collections is increasing.
$5,000,000
$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000

Shepherd

$2,000,000

COPLAC

$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$0
2006

2007

2008
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Points of Pride


Shepherd University Foundation Launches “Women for Shepherd”
In October 2012, a core group of seven alumnae and friends met with Shepherd University staff to
create the Women for Shepherd University (WSU) initiative. This group sponsors, fosters and
promotes the advancement of women and women’s issues within the University, the community and
in their own lives. WSU is bringing together women to connect with each other and the University as
they experience and learn through discussion forums and social events. Since its inception, 71
women have been personally engaged and the 2013-2014 schedule of events promises to attract an
even broader group. This initiative has already inspired one significant planned gift and has resulted
in many expressions of good will from this potentially powerful philanthropic constituency.



Shepherd University Alumni Association (SUAA) Opens Membership to All Alumni
The Alumni Association has traditionally been a dues-paying organization with a membership
averaging approximately 850 members in the recent past years. This year the Association undertook
a study to determine how other associations operate. The research revealed that most institutions
follow a non-dues-paying model. After extensive work, the Association has adopted a proposal to
open the SUAA to all alumni.



Ram Nation Awards First Scholarships
Ram Nation was established in 2011 to provide a foundation from which to promote a comprehensive
athletic development program. Ram Nation offers a variety of outreach programs that invites alumni,
friends, and parents to engage with Shepherd both socially and financially. This year, proceeds from
Ram Nation were used to award its first two scholarships for student-athletes. The two winners will
be selected from 15 essays submitted from student-athletes based on the theme, “What it means to be
a part of Ram Nation.” In addition, revenues generated through Ram Nation were used to support
improvements to the weight room and soccer complexes.



University Communications Reaches Out with Social Media
Taking into account vast changes in traditional media and how people choose to receive information,
University Communications has emphasized and extended Shepherd's social media outreach. One
example is Shepherd's Flickr account: last year 5,066 photos of Shepherd events were posted, nearly
triple the amount from the previous year. Promoted through Facebook and Twitter, views of the
Flickr photos increased nearly two-and-a-half times during the previous year. The department
orchestrated an integrated communications strategy that included 563 press releases last year coupled
with regular outreach through Facebook, LinkedIn, Flickr, YouTube, Instagram, Tumblr, and
Google+.



Leadership Circle Starts with 25 Charter Members
The Leadership Circle recognizes benefactors who make unrestricted gifts of $1,000 or more with the
intent to repeat those gifts annually. The Circle provides an important resource in that it allows the
University to respond to emerging opportunities. In addition to its philanthropic purpose, the
Leadership Circle inspires others to support the University and provides social contexts in which
members learn about issues confronted in higher education and their impact on Shepherd.
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ANNUAL REPORT
The Academic Affairs Annual Report focuses on benchmarking Shepherd University against two sets of
peer institutions. MGT on all charts and graphs refers to the official West Virginia Higher Education Policy
Commission (HEPC) peer institutions for Shepherd. COPLAC refers to the membership institutions of the
Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges.
MGT peers: Group of institutions selected by the
HEPC as our peers in Fall of 2007.





















California State University – Monterey Bay
Eastern Oregon University
Fort Lewis College
Indiana University – East
Langston University
Lewis – Clark State College
Longwood University
Mississippi Valley State University
Shawnee State University
Southeastern Oklahoma State University
SUNY College at Old Westbury
SUNY College of Agriculture and Technology at
Cobleskill
University of Arkansas at Monticello
University of Hawaii at Hilo
University of Maine at Farmington
University of Mary Washington
University of Maryland – Eastern Shore
University of North Carolina at Asheville
University of South Carolina – Aiken
Western State College of Colorado

COPLAC: Duplicates from the MGT list are in italic.



















Eastern Connecticut State University
Fort Lewis College
Georgia College
Henderson State University
Keene State College
Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
Midwestern State University
New College of Florida
Ramapo College of New Jersey
Sonoma State University
Southern Oregon University
Southern Utah University
St Mary’s College of Maryland
SUNY at Geneseo
The Evergreen State College
The University of Virginia’s College at Wise
Truman State University
University of Alberta, Augustana










University of Illinois at Springfield
University of Maine at Farmington
University of Mary Washington
University of Minnesota Morris
University of Montevallo
University of North Carolina Asheville
University of Science and Arts at Oklahoma
University of Wisconsin – Superior

(IPEDS data is not available for this institution.)

Dr. Christopher Ames, Vice President for Academic Affairs, will present the Academic Affairs annual report
to the Board for information purposes, providing comparisons between the benchmarks and informing the
Board of the progress being made towards the goals set out in the Campus Compact and the Crossroads
Strategic Plan.
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Academic Affairs Annual Report
Shepherd
Shepherd University:
University: September,
September, 2013
2013
Chris
Ames,
VPAA
Chris Ames, VPAA
This
This report
report tracks
tracks aa variety
variety of
of data
data points
points in
in comparison
comparison
with
with the
the WV
WV HEPC
HEPC comparison
comparison institutions
institutions (MGT)
(MGT) and
and the
the
public
liberal
arts
institutions
(COPLAC).
Additional
public liberal arts institutions (COPLAC). Additional
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have been
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added using
using the
the COPLAC
COPLAC data
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set.
AA summary
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of key
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at the
the end
end of
of the
the
report.
report.
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4500
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1500
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Fall2009
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Fall2010
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Fall2011
2011

Fall
Fall2012
2012

Data
Datafrom
fromIPEDS
IPEDS

Shepherd University is very similar in size to its comparison institutions.
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One‐year
One‐year retention
retention rates
rates
90
90
80
80
70
70
60
60
50
50

SU
SU
COPLAC
COPLAC

40
40

MGT
MGT

30
30
20
20
10
10
00
2007‐08
2007‐08

2008‐09
2008‐09

2009‐10
2009‐10

2010‐11
2010‐11

2011‐12
2011‐12

Data
Datafrom
fromIPEDS
IPEDS

SU is similar to WV HEPC comparison institutions in first‐to‐second‐year retention but
lags COPLAC institutions by about 10%.

Six‐year
Six‐year graduation
graduation rates
rates
60
60
50
50
40
40
SU
SU
COPLAC
COPLAC

30
30

MGT
MGT

20
20
10
10
00
Fall
Fall2002
2002

Fall
Fall2003
2003

Fall
Fall2004
2004

Fall
Fall2005
2005

Fall
Fall2006
2006

Data
Datafrom
fromIPEDS
IPEDS

SU is similar to WV HEPC comparison institutions in graduation rate but lags COPLAC
institutions by about 10%.
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Average
Average ACT
ACT Composite
Composite score
score
27
27
25
25
23
23
SU
SU
COPLAC
COPLAC

21
21
19
19
17
17
15
15
Fall
Fall2008
2008

Fall
Fall2009
2009

Fall
Fall2010
2010

Fall
Fall2011
2011

Data
Datafrom
fromCOPLAC
COPLAC

SU’s average ACT score has remained constant, generally two points below the COPLAC
average, but above the COPLAC average for 2011. COPLAC data for 2011 includes reports
from four colleges that had not reported in the past, and these scores lowered the COPLAC
average.

Average
Average class
class enrollment,
enrollment, lower
lower level
level
25
25
24.5
24.5
24
24
23.5
23.5
23
23

SU
SU
COPLAC
COPLAC

22.5
22.5
22
22
21.5
21.5
21
21
20.5
20.5
Fall
Fall2008
2008

Fall
Fall2009
2009

Fall
Fall2010
2010

Fall
Fall2011
2011

Data
Datafrom
fromCOPLAC.
COPLAC.
Independent‐study
Independent‐studyclasses
classesare
areexcluded.
excluded.

SU lower‐level average class enrollments have dropped from 24 to 22 and are now below
COPLAC averages. Some of this change is a result of deliberately small classes in FYEX and
stretch programs.
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Average
Average class
class enrollment,
enrollment, upper
upper level
level
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SU upper‐level average class enrollments have dropped from 19 to 17 and are now very
close to COPLAC averages. Some of this drop is related to the universal senior capstone
requirement.

Ratio
Ratio of
of FTE
FTE undergraduates
undergraduates to
to FTE
FTE faculty
faculty
20
20
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Overall Student: Faculty ratio at SU is quite close to the COPLAC norm.
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Ratio
Ratio of
of full‐time
full‐time faculty
faculty to
to full‐time
full‐time staff
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Faculty: Staff ratio at SU is slightly below the COPLAC norm.
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The all‐ranks average faculty salaries at SU trails the COPLAC average by over 10% even
with the improvement in 2011.
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This graph dramatically illustrates the salary compression issue. Recent hiring has led to
our assistant professors being very close to on par with COPLAC. The gap is larger at the
associate level and more pronounced at the full professor level.

Percentage
Percentage change
change in
in majors
majors by
by department,
department,
Fall
Fall 2008
2008 –– Fall
Fall 2012
2012

Percentagechange
change
Percentage
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Note that the decline in mathematics majors is mirrored by a corresponding increase in
CIS majors (same department). Of concern is the decline in numbers in two of our largest
majors: Education and Business Administration. However, nationwide enrollment in business
programs at public institutions declined from 660,000 to 616,000 between 2008‐09 and 2010‐11.
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Conclusions
•• We
We are
are near
near the
the COPLAC
COPLAC average
average in
in size,
size,
student/faculty
student/faculty ratio,
ratio, staff/faculty
staff/faculty ratio,
ratio, and
and
ACT
ACT composite.
composite.
•• Retention
Retention and
and graduation
graduation rate
rate lag
lag behind
behind
COPLAC
COPLAC averages
averages by
by about
about 10%.
10%.
•• Percentage
Percentage of
of courses
courses taught
taught by
by full‐time
full‐time
faculty
faculty has
has improved
improved from
from 58
58 to
to 60%
60% but
but isis
still
still short
short of
of our
our strategic
strategic goal
goal of
of 75%.
75%.

Faculty Salary Conclusions
•• Salaries
Salaries lag
lag behind
behind COPLAC
COPLAC averages
averages at
at all
all
ranks
ranks but
but have
have improved
improved significantly
significantly at
at the
the
assistant
assistant rank.
rank.
•• Compression
Compression isis aa problem;
problem; full
full professors
professors lag
lag
COPLAC
COPLAC averages
averages the
the most.
most. Equity
Equity
adjustments
adjustments can
can address
address this.
this.
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Next Steps—Academic Initiatives
•• Develop
Develop new
new sources
sources of
of tuition
tuition revenue
revenue
–– Enhanced
Enhanced summer
summer offerings
offerings (on‐line)
(on‐line)
–– Growing
Growing Martinsburg
Martinsburg RBA
RBA and
and RN‐to‐BSN
RN‐to‐BSN
–– Growing
Growing graduate
graduate programs
programs
–– Internationalization
Internationalization

Retention Initiatives
•• Streamline
Streamline academic
academic policies
policies and
and procedures
procedures
to
to make
make them
them more
more student
student friendly.
friendly.
•• Continue
Continue to
to strengthen
strengthen academic
academic orientation
orientation
and
and first‐year
first‐year experience
experience courses
courses (FYEX).
(FYEX).
•• Develop
Develop “Bridge”
“Bridge” Program.
Program.
•• Reduce
Reduce percentage
percentage of
of courses
courses taught
taught by
by
adjuncts.
adjuncts.
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Reducing Adjunct Dependence
New
New lecturer
lecturer positions
positions (four
(four this
this year)
year)
Strategies
Strategies to
to incrementally
incrementally raise
raise average
average class
class
size
size and
and reduce
reduce number
number of
of sections
sections
•• Creative
Creative approaches
approaches to
to teaching
teaching loads
loads
••
••
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Shepherd University Board of Governors
September 26, 2013
Discussion Agenda Item No. 1

REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE
INSTITUTIONAL COMPACT

The Shepherd University Institutional Compact Report addresses the specific elements, core and elective,
mandated by the West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (HEPC). The Institutional
Compact was developed for a five-year period beginning in 2007 and ends this year with a reflective
summary of the institution’s progress in core areas such as enrollment, retention, graduation rates,
licensure pass rates, and assessment, among others, and in elective areas such as economic growth and
programs of distinction. Shepherd’s set of measurable goals for the 2007-2012 compact were approved
by the HEPC in 2007.
The University reports on the progress of the goals to the HEPC annually. This report has a legislatively
mandated due date of October 1 of each year. The University receives an annual response to the report
from the HEPC late in the fall semester. A draft copy of the 55-page 2007-2012 compact summary is
attached.
In preparation for the next compact period, which extends through 2018, institutions are to provide the
target value and a brief rationale for each of the compact metrics for the new HEPC master plan for
higher education, Leading the Way: Access. Success. Impact. Signatures from the appropriate officials
from the institution, governing board and commission must be provided on the last page. This document
and target spreadsheet must be submitted to the HEPC by November 1, 2013. Since the Shepherd
University Board of Governors does not meet until November, permission is being requested for the
Board to authorize the Executive Committee to approve this document on the Board’s behalf.
Dr. Christopher Ames, Vice President for Academic Affairs, will present the report and progress made
toward achieving the stated goals to the Board of Governors for approval.
The following resolution is recommended for adoption by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors approves the report on the
Institutional Compact as presented. The Board authorizes the President to submit the Compact on
its behalf to the West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission.
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors authorizes the Executive
Committee of the Board to approve the new compact metrics on its behalf following which the
metrics will be submitted on its behalf to the West Virginia Higher Education Policy
Commission.
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*,.##*.#)((.##,.&3.)." ),.-) ."./3,) #5
(.,(.#)(&#4.#)()''#..(." ),.),32*,#(8
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./(.--./3#(!,))( /&.3=&.,#*-

Y EAR

Compact Goal

Actual

2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

111
114
118
121
124

118
135
99
179
84

2012-13

128

169*
(Includes 5 non-duplicated ISEP
enrollments)
130.66

Average


/,,#/&/'
-"#!"&#!".)(*!-T@ON) ."#-)/'(.5"*","-''(3)((.#)(-
.)!&)&1,(--(#.-/,,#/&/'7

>0&)*'(.) !&)&('/&.#/&./,&)'*.(#-#(."),/,,#/&/'
.".&&-./(.-'/-..%
E"..*7??1118-"*",8/?'*&)3-?-(.?!(,&B-./#-? ,'1),%8* F

>0&)*'(.) ."#(!-*#&#4.#)(#(*(#-"6

> '*&'(..#)() (1#(.,(.#)(&)((.,.#)(1#."#(."*)&#.#&-#(
*,)!,'6

>+/#,'(.&& ),#!(&(!/!'$),-."*",(#0,-#.3'/-.)'*&.
.&-.."+/#0&(.) )(&--,)#'',-#(."&(!/!6


>&(-.)0&)*(#(.,@#-#*&#(,3 (.,(.#)(&./#-'$),6

(.,(.#)(&#4.#)()''#..
-)/.&#()(*!-T@ON) ."#-)/'(.51#."."0&)*'(.) .""*",
(.,(.#)(&#4.#)()''#..#(PNON5." (.,(.#)(&#4.#)( ),.),3) ."
',#()/(#&) /.#)(CPNON@OO)"),.D(."0&)*'(.) .(@3,
-.,.!#*&(5"*","-.%(."(--,3-.*-.),)(."-)*) !&)&
1,(--)(#.-'*/- ),-./(.-5 /&.3(-. 8

,.#(-/,!(.,
-)/.&#()(*!-OQ@OR) ."#-)/'(.5#(),,.) /& #&&."(.) .#0&3
-,0."/&.&,(,',%.#(.",-) !,)'*&.#)((*,) --#)(&
*,)!,'--/"-/.#)(5(/,-#(!(/-#(--.."/(,!,/.(!,/.
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&0&-5"*",(#0,-#.3"-)*((#.#)(&&).#)(#(,.#(-/,!5-.
#,!#(#8,%&3)/(.3"-(-.#,!#(#G- -.-.!,)1#(!)/(.3)0,."*-.
.1(.33,-8 .#-()1."-)(')-.*)*/&)/-)/(.3#(."-..51#."!,)1."
*,)$..),"OSN5NNN,-#(.-#(."(2. # .(3,-8),#(!.)."
,%&3)/(.30&)*'(./."),#.3)(&3ONZ) .")/(.3G-1),% ),"-
"&),G-!,1"#&.",%&3)/(.3"',) )'',G-PNOO),% ),
-*),.-")1-.".STZ) .",G-'*&)3,-,+/#,"&),G-!,-
)(#.#)() '*&)3'(.8,)$.#)(- ),(,)&&'(."0."(.,-,0#(!/*.)SQU
/&.&,(,-3PNOS51#."(/&.#'.*#.3) /*.)P5NNN-./(.-8"-.,)(!
*)*/&.#)(!,)1.") .",)'#(1#."."-..;-( ),(/.
1),% ),')(-.,.."#(-.#./.#)(;-)''#.'(..))()'#!,)1."#(.",!#)(8

(.,(-"#*-
"*",(#0,-#.3)&&),.-1#."'*&)3,-#(*,.(,-"#*- )/-)()'')(
/.#)(&5)()'#5(-)#.&!)&-7

>-(#(.!,&)'*)((.) .".",/.#)(*,)!,'5 /&.3'',-
1),%&)-&31#."."&)&*/&#-"))&- ), #&*&'(.-(-./(.
."#(!8

>(,!,/.(!,/.*,)!,'-1),%1#."&)&/-#(---.)0&)*
/.#)(&&3**,)*,#.#(.,(-"#*-())*,.#02*,#(-8))*,.#0
/.#)(--#-.--./(.-1")-%'#,#. ),1),%(0)&/(.,
)**),./(#.#-8"-#(.,(-"#*-)/,.)."."/(,!,/.(!,/.
&0&-E"..*7??1118-"*",8/?))*/1?)'8".'&F8

> (#.#)(.)."))*,.#0/.#)(1*!-&#-.)05-./(.-,
&-)#( ),') #(.,(-"#*)**),./(#.#-.",)/!"0,#)/-*,.'(.&1
*!--/"-#(."*,.'(.-) )'*/.,5."'.#-I(!#(,#(!5
(!&#-"I),( (!/!-5(0#,)('(.&./#-5()&#.#&#(8

>!))2'*&) -/--#(."#-,#-."*,.'(.) /-#(--
'#(#-.,.#)(?'#&3()(-/',#(-8(,)&&'(.-#(#(.,(-"#*-
"0-(-.3#(,-)0,."&-.-0,&3,- ,)'RR.)SU-./(.-5(
#(,-) )0,PWZ8 #%1#-51#."."#'*&'(..#)() #.-(1),
/,,#/&/'#(."&-.-0,&3,-5."#(-.#./.#)("--((2*)((.#&,#-#(
*-.)((,)&&'(.-5')0#(! ,)'OSV#(&&PNON.)PVU#(&&PNOP8"-
*-.)()/,--0,3#(,#.")/,-1,(."#, )/-,(!- ,)'
,-,"5.)-'#(,('*&)3'(.)**),./(#.#-8
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",)!,'-) #-.#(.#)("#!"&#!"."*",;-)''#.'(..)'#2&&(
()''/(#.3(!!'(.8./(.-( /&.3*,)0#/&./,&(#(.&&./&
*#.&.".(,#"-.")''/(#.31"#&,.#(!)**),./(#.#- ),."#,)1(&,(#(!
(2*&),.#)(8 (),(1#."."-.(,--.3." 5."*,)!,'-
1,-&. ),."#,,)&-#(("(#(!#(-.#./.#)(&)/.,"5#(-.#./.#)(&'#--#)(5
(-,0#.).")''/(#.38
*,.'(.) )#&),%
""&&',%) ."-)#&1),%*,)!,'E"..*7??1118-"*",8/?-11?F#--,0#(!
#(&#(#&#(.,(-"#*-#(."&)&)''/(#.38./(.-1),%#(-)#&-,0#-!(#-
),ON")/,-"1%(..(.1)@")/,1%&3)(@'*/--'#(,-/*,0#-
3 /&.38)#&1),%-./(.-)'*&.'),."(OO5NNN")/,-((/&&3) #,.
-,0#.).")''/(#.38&#(!()()'#0&/)(."#--,0#) KON?")/,5."-
-./(.-'),."(KONN5NNN) 0&/.)."&)&)()'3(*,)0#--#-.(5
1"#")."*/&#(()(@*,) #.-)#&-,0#!(#-"0 )/(.)) ,#.#&
#'*),.(#('.#(!."#,'#--#)(-8)''/(#.3*,.(,-,*),..".."#,&#(.-(
!(#-( #.. ,)'." #&1),%)(.,#/.#)(-) "*",-./(.8

*,.'(.)  /-#
"*,.'(.) /-#E"..*7??1118-"*",8/?'/-#1F*,-(.-(,&3ONN
*/&#*, ),'(-"'#3,5'(31#."*,@)(,.&./,-(
1),%-")*-)*(.)-./(.-(.")''/(#.38#0,-'/-#(-'&-) ,/(#+/
*,)!,''#(!.)-./(.-(.")''/(#.38"*,.'(.) /-#&-)
)&&),.-1#."'(3&)&-"))&#-.,#.-3()/,!#(!-"))&@!-./(.-
-./3#(!-.,#(!#(-.,/'(.-.)$)#(1#.")&&!-./(.-(*,) --#)(&'/-##(-#(
.""*",,*,.),3,"-.,8"#-),"-.,#-*,.) ."&,!,,*,.),3
,)!,'.".) ,-'/-##(-.,/.#)(3'/-# /&.3('$),-.)-"))&@!(
/&.&,(,-8"*#()*!)!3*,)!,'*,)0#---.) ,*#()&--)(-.)
"#&,((/&.-1")((). ),."'8

/-#-./(.-"0(/',)/-)**),./(#.#-.)*, ),'5#(&/#(! )/,")#,-5&,!
(-'&"),&51#(-3'*")(35),"-.,5"',!,)/*-5.1)$44(-5)*,#(
." &&5'/-#&.".,"-*,#(!5(',"#(!(8./(.-*, ),'()(/.
#( ,)(.) &#0)''/(#.3/#(-,!/&,&38"-.#0#.#-"#!"&#!".."+/&#.3(
#0,-#.3) "*",;-*,)!,'-1"#&*,)0##(!-.,)(!,.#-.#)((.#)(.)."
)''/(#.38, ),'(-3."*,.'(.,-(3)0,PP5NNN*)*&((/&&38
"#-,.--#!(# #(.)()'##'*.)(.".)1(.",)/!"..(-;/-) 
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,-./,(.-5").&-().",&)&/-#(---8

*,.'(.) )(.'*),,3,.(".,
"-./(.-( /&.3) ."*,.'(.) )(.'*),,3,.(".,
E"..*7??1118-"*",8/?,.1?F*,-(.'),."(TS2"##.#)(-(VN.".,#&
*, ),'(-"3,8"*",,. /&.3((/&&3-,0-$/!- ),,.5-#!(5
(.".,)'*.#.#)(-5*,)0#1),%-")*- ),"#!"-"))&.",-#(-.#,!#(#
(-/,,)/(#(!-..-5(-/**),.,.(.".,),!(#4.#)(-(*,)!,'-
.",)/!")/..",!#)(8

./(.-( /&.3"01),%)(*,)$.-1#.".""*",-.)1(/-#(--
--)#.#)((."()1 /(..131)()'3)/(#&#($)#(. ),..)
*,)0#!,.,0#-##&#.3.)."&)&(,!#)(&/-#(---8,) --#)(&*,.(,-"#*-
1#.".".#)(&,%,0#6.#)(&*#.&!#)(6),&, '),#&6(
(.#.'.#)(&..& #&,-/&.#(*/&#.#)(--#!(3"*",-./(.-
#(&/#(!((/&,*),.-5*)-.,-5,)"/,-5((/*)'#(!*/&#.#)() (.#)(&
*#.&,!#)())%) *").)!,*"-*,)/3"*",(#0,-#.3-./(.-8

(,-#(."*",5.")(.'*),,3',#("., -.#0&E@
"..*7??. 8),!?F#-#..)."0&)*'(.(*,)/.#)() (11),%-) 
.".,8"-*,-(.ONN*,)/.#)(-(.")/-(-) *, ),'(-.
"*",/,#(!#.-PQ@3,"#-.),38(((/&-,#-) &./,-51),%-")*-5(
-'#(,-1#.",)!(#4,.#-.-5.),-5(1,#.,-*,)0#--./(.-()''/(#.3
'',-1#.")**),./(#.#-.)2*,#((&,()/.)(.'*),,3,.(
."., ,)',.#-.-(.),-8,(./#(-/,03#(#..".."
!(,.-)0,KQ5NNN5NNN*,3,.)."&)&)()'3.",)/!"#.- #0@1% -.#0&
&)(8#(&/-)**),./(#.#- ),-./(.#(.,(-"#*-(.",-;1),%-")*-#(
#.#)(.),.2"##.-5"/'(#.#-&./,-(.".,#&*,)/.#)(-8
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(.,)/.#)(6,0#-.)/(,,*,-(.<#-0(.!*)*/&.#)(-
"*",;-'#--#)(-..'(.)''/(#.-."')-.*&3"&),0&/-) ."
/(#0,-#.38 ., &.-.")''#.'(..)-,0#0,-)(-.#./(#-51"#&-.,#0#(!.)
"#0('#(.#(2'*&,3&0&-) ."#(!(-,0#8"*",(#0,-#.3
0&/-2&&(#(&,(#(!5."#(!5-,0#5--5( ),#&#.35-,0#(!(
#(,-#(!&3#0,-*)*/&.#)(5(*,)0##(!-./(.-1#."/.#)(&)**),./(#.#-
(2*,#(-.".1)/&).",1#-().0#&&8

",)/!"(,)&&'(.5,.(.#)(5("#,#(!*,.#-5#0,-#.3#-()/,!')(!
-./(.-5 /&.35(-. 5')(-.,.#(!"*",;-)''#.'(..) /,.",#(!
#0,-#.3.",)/!")/.."#(-.#./.#)(

#0,-#.3) ./(.-(. 
",#&(."(##0,-#.3, &.-),#-'),#0,-."(.",!#)( ,)'1"#"
"*",;-*)*/&.#)('(.-8--.#,!#(#5),#(!.)."PNON(-/-5#-)(
) ."&-.."(#&&3#0,--..-#(.")/(.,35"*",;-*,(.!-)'*,
0),&31#."#.- *,-C!)&-'.(2 ),&&)'*.,*),.#(!
*,#)-D5-1&&-1#."#.- *,-.".,*,-(.PU-..-,)--.")/(.,38

./(..
)/,- ),-./(..7
 #)  (-.#./.#)(&-,"7
"..*7??1118-"*",8/?#,?)/'(.-?B')!,*"#-BPNOP8* 
)&/(.,33-.') )/(.#&#.3CD7
"..*7??1118)&&!*),.,#.-8),!??"*",?",.,#-.#-

>**,)2#'.&3OUZ) ."R5OUN/(,!,/.-./(.-(,)&&."*",
#(.# #-,#&(?),."(#'#(),#.#-8

> ."-5 ,#(',#(-)(-.#./.."&,!-.!,)/*5.UZ) .".).&
*)*/&.#)(8

>"-./(.*)*/&.#)(,*,-(.-#0,-,)--@-.#)() ."&)&,8
"*,#',3,,/#.'(.,-5#(#.#)(.)."-..) -.#,!#(#5#(&/
,3&(5#,!#(#5(((-3&0(#8

>"#-#0,-#.32.(-.)."!(,(!*,) #&) )/,-./(.-8 &.#(!
(.#)(&.,(.)1,!,.,(,)&&'(.) 1)'(#("#!",/.#)(5SVZ) 
,#.@-%#(!-./(.-1, '&8
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> &/,.@-%#(!-./(.-5OWZ 1,!PS),)&,8

>0,&&5PTZ) &&-./(.-1,PS),)&,5, &.#(!"*",;-#.#)(.)
,)@-/.#)(&*,)!,'8

> ."R5OUN/(,!,/.-./(.-(,)&&5OW8TWZ..(*,.@.#'C 1,
."(OP,#.- ),/(,!,/.-D5((,&3SVZ) !,/.-./(.-..(
*,.@.#'C&/&..&--."(W,#.-D8

>0,&&5UVO)/.) R5QPT-./(.-..(*,..#'COV8NSZD8

/&.3(. .
)/,- ),/&.3(. .7
 #)  /'(-)/,-((/&*),.7
"..*7??1118-"*",8/?)!1?!(? ,/,3OQ8* 
)&/(.,33-.') )/(.#&#.3CD7
"..*7??1118)&&!*),.,#.-8),!??"*",?'*/-B&# 

>),#(!.))&&!),.,#.;-5"*",;- /&.3')!,*"#-#(&/7
OQZ)  /&&@.#'#(-.,/.#)(& /&.3(OT8OZ) && /&.3C@ PNOP((/&
,*),.6.,#0 ,)'PNOOD'',-,,#&?."(#'#(),#.#-(RRZ)  /&&@
.#'#(-.,/.#)(& /&.3'',-, '&8"*",;-,.) #0,-#.3#(
/&.3(-. )'*,- 0),&31#."#.- *,!,)/*( 
)/(.,*,.-8"*","-)(-#-.(.&3'.#.-!)&) "#0#(!#0,-#.3#(#.-
/&.3(-. .WSZ) -.#,!#(#*,-8

>),#(!.)."&.-. .0#&&C&&PNOOD5."#-#0,-#.3&-)
2.(-.)."-. #(0,#)/-,-)  /(.#)(5,(!#(! ,)'&,#&5-%#&&, .-
(-,0#.)."(#&(2/.#0?'#(#-.,.#0*)-#.#)(-8

("(#(!#0,-#.3.",)/!",/#.#(!5'#--#)(-5(.(.#)(
(,)&&'(.(!'(.(."(., ),"#(!( ,(#(!C D-%.)
#(,-#0,-#.3.",)/!"-")&,-"#*-5 #((#&#5('#-/**),.-,0#-8
(." &&PNOP-'-.,5RNZ) "*",;-.).&(,)&&'(.' ,)')/.-#) 
-.#,!#(#5#(&/#(!."."(#&&3#0,-'.,)*)&#.(,-8"*",..,.-
-./(.-)''#...)<#'*,)0#(!,,&.#)(-5("(#(!#0,-#.35(*,)').#(!
'/&.#/&./,&#-'=.",)/!"/&.#/&./,& ,-"#*'")&,-"#*-8"*",
(#0,-#.3()/,!-(,)&&'(.(,.(.#)() "#!"*, ),'#(!-./(.-.",)/!"
',#.@--")&,-"#*(!,(.*,)!,'--/"-."-.#,!#(#,)'#-
")&,-"#*5."),.83, )(),-")&,-"#*,)!,'5."(,1))@'#."
",")&,-"#*,)!,'5(."-.#,!#(#(!#(,#(!5#(5(
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"()&)!3")&,-"#*8 (#.#)(5"*",;- )(),-,)!,'*,)0#--,0#-5
)**),./(#.#-5(/.#)(&()/.-#@) @."@&--,))'2*,#(-.)-./(.-
'#...)."*,)!,'8

&&/(,!,/.-./(.-'3/-."-,0#-) ."'#/**),.(.,CD5
1"#"*,)0#-*&'(..-.#(!5./.),#(!50#-'(.5(-/**&'(.&#(-.,/.#)(
-,0#-8

#0,-#.3.",)/!",)!,''#(!(/,,#/&/'
"*",2*(-/*)(."#-#0,-#.3.",)/!"#(#.#.#0-#(."/,,#/&/'(-./(.
*,)!,''#(!8,)!,'!)&-()'*.(#-) ."(1),/,,#/&/' ,'1),%
 #((',#--/-) #0,-#.35#(&/#(!)'*.(#-#(%()1&!) ).",
/&./,-1#."#(.")(.2.) .)3;--)#.3
C"..*7??1118-"*",8/?'*&)3-?-(.?!(,&B-./#-? ,'1),%8* D8

>"*,) --#)(&*,*,.#)(*,)!,'-) /.#)(5(/,-#(!5(-)#&1),%
#(&/#0,-#.3-*,)!,''.#-.,() #(-.,/.#)(8"-*,)!,'-
#(),*),.('."-./3) #0,-#.3#(."#,/,,#/&(*,)0#/(#+/
#&2*,#(- ),-./(.-8

>".",/.#)(,)!,',+/#,-."..",(#.-'/-.)'*&.
#&*&'(.-(-./(.."#(!#('#(#'/') .1)#0,-*/&#-"))&
*&'(.-8

>"(/,-#(!/.#)((."-)#&1),%*,)!,'-"0'#--#)(-..'(.-
.".*,*,)'*.(.5/&./,&&3-(-#.#05(#(-*#,(#.-1")-,0
#0,--)#.38

>" #) /&.#/&./,&./(. #,--*)(-),-!/-.-*%,-51),%-")*-5
/&./,&*,-(..#)(-5(#0,-#.3.,#(#(!2*,#(-8

>"/(#0,-#.3,#0( )#& /-.# (#.#.#0-,(.( ,(.
),/,-#(!),% ),#0,-#.38

>", ),'#(!,.-,#-."*",CD) ,-)(!)#(!*,)!,'-1#."
)''#.'(..)#0,-#.3(-)#&,-*)(-##&#.38

>",)!,'),) ." #) ./(. #,-) ,-*,)!,'-.".*,)0#
.,#(#(!(2*)-/,.)/,,(.#0,-#.3(#(.,/&./,&-(-#.#0#.3#--/-8

> .#0 &&PNOO5&&"*",&/,.!,/.-'/-.-/-- /&&3
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)'*&./(#0,-#.3@**,)0)/,-.".#(&/-)'*.(#-,&..)
'/&.#/&./,&#-'(#0,-#.38

 6*,.'(.) /.#)(5 =./(./**),.,0#-,(.
(',PNNW5."(., ),"#(!( ,(#(!C D-/'#..!,(.
**&#.#)(.)."(#...-*,.'(.) /.#)(.)-/**),.(("(."
*).(.#& ),-/--) "*",;-&,!(/',)  #,-.@!(,.#)()&&!..(-5
&)1@#()'5(?),#-&-./(.-8"#-#--*#&&3,#.#&-QRZ) )/,-./(.-
#(&&PNOP1,#(.# #-&)1@#()'E)/,7
"..*7??1118)&&!*),.,#.-8),!??"*",?",.,#-.#-F

"/(#0,-#.3,#0." #0@3,,(1&!,(.1),."'),."(KO'#&&#)(5(
!(.)"#,-. .)-,0-./(.-#(."-*,#(!PNON-'-.,8-*,.) ." 5."
 ,)!,'$)#(."./(./**),.,0#- ##(." ,(#(!)'')(-)(
." #,-. &)),) ,),)/!" #,,38&#!#&-./(.-,!#-., ), -,0#-/,#(!
),#(..#)((0#-'(.---#)(--1&&-.",)/!")/.."'#3,8"
*,)!,'-,0-)0,OTN-./(.-"3,8
&#!('(.1#."." =HI3-.'
",)/!")/..")'*.*,#)5."*,.'(.) /.#)(51#."-/**),. ,)').",
'#('#(#-.,.#0*,.'(.-(*,)!,'-"-1),%.))(.#(/&&3
'.#.-!)&) 2*(#(!(#'*,)0#(!"*",(#0,-#.3;-)&&),.#)((
&#!('(.1#."#.-*/&#-"))&*,.(,-#(." @OP-3-.'8

"#-&#!('(."-(')(-.,..",)/!"."/-." )&&)1#(!-.,.!#-
.",)/!")/..")'*.*,#)7

>"*,.'(.) /.#)()(.#(/.)#(),*),.-/!!-.#)(- ,)'
 (("&3'#!!"(&-#"(&()!#(.))/,-1),%8"-,*),.-
"0(0,3*)-#.#01#." 1,( 1,-/!!-.#)(- ),"(!8"
#(#0#/&#(-.,/.),1),%-1#."."-"))&-(."*,.'(..)#(),*),.
"(!-1",**,)*,#.(.)"&*."-"))&-/(,-.(1"("(!-,
().*)--#&8")/,-#(-.,/.),-"00,3!))1),%#(!,&.#)(-"#*-1#."."
-"))&*,-)((&8

>-."#(!-.(,-"0(/*.),"(! ,)'PNNU@PNOP5."
*,.'(.#(),*),.-."-.#,!#(#,) --#)(&"#(!.(,-
CD5.)."."/(,!,/.(!,/.&0&-8'.,#2'**#(!.".1)
-.-) -.(,5(C.#)(&/.#)(&"()&)!3.(,- ),
",-D51-#(&/#(")'*./*.8
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>. ,)'-/,03-)'*&.3*/&#-"))&*,.(,*,#(#*&-1,(&34
(#-.,#/..),) --#)(&/.#)((#.)/(#&CD'',-.)/-.)
#'*,)0#(-.,/.#)((.",(#.)/.)'-8

#.#)(&&35).",'#(#-.,.#0('#/(#.-)('*/-"0')(-.,.
)/.,"(-#!(# #(.#(0)&0'(.1#.")/, @OP*,.(,-8)') ."-
)**),./(#.#-#(&/7


> (@-,0#*,-(..#)(-),1),%-")*- ), /&.3(?),-. 8

>,-(..#)() (,)&&'(.('#--#)(-#( ),'.#)(5.#(!-<,#!=.)
.")&&!2*,#(8

>),%-")*5*, ),'(5()'*.#.#0)**),./(#.#- ),-./(.-5,(!#(!
,)'-#( #,-( -.#0&-.)'/-#(.".,*, ),'()**),./(#.#-8

> (0#..#)(-.)0(.-)('*/- ),&#..&),())-.8

>*#&*( )/-3-(0(.-.".&.-./(.-<-")1='$),-5-/"-
#(."'/-#*,.'(.8

>&&(--)**),./(#.#-.",)/!"-*),.-'*-().",-*#&0(.-
*,-(.3."&&(--(.,8

2*(-#)() ,/./.#)(
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#( ),'.#)( ),."(&3-#-) -./(.)/.)'-."*",,)--&&'$),-8"
.-.*,)0#-(#(()0.#0**,)".)----#(!(#(-.#./.#)(;-)(.,#/.#)(.)
-./(.&,(#(!.",)/!"'$),(),)/,--8" '-/,-,#.#&."#(%#(!
()''/(#.#)(-%#&&51"#",.1)) .")'*.(#-0&/,)--'*/-5(
.1)) ."--(.#&-%#&&-)&&!-./(.-")/&*)----/*)(!,/.#)(.)
-/-- /&#(.)3;-)'*.#.#0$)',%.8

"')-.,(.,-/&.-,*)-.)(.")&&!),.,#.-*! ),"*",5
/(,-./(.&,(#(!)/.)'-7
"..*7??1118)&&!*),.,#.-8),!??"*",?&,(#(!B)/.)'-8",-/&.--")1
."."*",;-#(,-#(1,#.#(!-%#&&-(*, ),'(.-%--/"-(&3.#
,-)(#(!(0&/.#)((*,)&'-)&0#(!,.."(),' ),#(-.#./.#)(-.-.#(!
-./(.-) -#'#&,'##&#.#-8

-/&.-
/,#(!.")'*.*,#)5'$),)/.)') ." ,-/&.-#-.".,#.#&
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."#(%#(!#-()1!)&(#(.(-./(.)/.)') ."(1),/,,#/&/'8
./(.-,,+/#,.)')(-.,.."#,#&#.#-#(,#.#&(,.#0."#(%#(!5
( .#0&3)''/(#.#(),&(1,#..((!&#-"8./(.-'/-.&.)
')(-.,."#!"&0&) #(()0.#)(5#0,!(.."#(%#(!5(,#-%.%#(!8
----'(.-5-/"- (."5,#'*),.(./-#(.# #,-) 
(."()''# )#(!)&- ),."(#0,-#.38),--#(.# #
,-) (5(!&#-")'*)-#.#)(&---#41-,/((-.#)(-1,
)*(.),---./(.@&,(#(!(-82.,-.#)(-) -.,."')&
'."'.#-&---)*(8 (-.,/.#)(&'.,#&-5-.,.!#-5(#(-.,/.),-
1,"(!.)#'*,)0-./(.)/.)'-8"(1),/,,#/&/'
#'*&'(.#(." &&PNOO-'-.,,---.",-) 1%(--#(#.#(
." (,*),.-8"-#(&/,#.#&."#(%#(!-%#&&-#( /-#(&&
'#*,)!,'-8 .#0),&(1,#..()''/(#.#)(#-,+/#,'(.-#(&&
*,)!,'-8

",#.#(!#(."$),,+/#,'(.5 )/(#("*",;-),/,,#/&/'5
(-/,-.".-./(.-,&.)*,)/1,#..(*,)/.-.".,.#/&.#-(
'(#(!- .#0&38" #) '#--#)(-#-/-#(!." -),--
,,/#.#(!.))&/-.",-/&.-')(-.,..".."<0&/@=*,(.#&
),"*",C#(#.#(!-./(.-.#- .#)(D*, ),'-)0).",/(#0,-#.#-#(
.",5(#-)(-#-.(.#(,-.".(#'*,)0'(.8


"-/,) '#,)!,--(,) ##(3CD5-#!(3."/.#)(
-.#(!,0#CD5#--.(,#4'-/,) )&&!@&0&,#(!5'."'.#-5
1,#.#(!5(,#.#&."#(%#(!#(.")(.2.) .""/'(#.#-5-)#&-#(-5(
(./,&-#(-8"#-'/&.#*&@")#.-..". )/--)(."'#-%#&&-
0&)*.",)/!"!(,&/.#)()/,--5,.",."()(.")(.(.%()1&!8
"*",(#0,-#.3'#(#-.,.".)----!(,&/.#)()/.)'-#(
."PNNWAPNON1"(." 1-().0#&&8

".#)(&/,03) ./(.(!!'(.@A
"*",(#0,-#.3/--.".))&&.#( ),'.#)()/.-./(.&,(#(!(.)
----."2.(..)1"#"-./(.-(!!#((&,( ,)'(,#"#(!5/.#)(&
2*,#(-)(() '*/-8",-/&.-#(#..".."/(#0,-#.32*,#(
"-(*)-#.#0)( ),-/,03-./(.-5(#(.# 3,-.".,+/#,
#'*,)0'(.8"PNON"*",-'*&#(&/-./(.- ,)'&&-"))&-,)--
'*/-."."0 #,-.@3,(-(#),-./(.-8".).&(/',) ,-*)((.-1-
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SSW),QSZ) &&"*",(#0,-#.3 ,-"'((-(#),-8"-/'',3) ."PNON
,*),. )/--)(-..#-.#&&3-#!(# #(.# ,(-.1("*",(,-/&.- ,)'
.",)'*,#-)(!,)/*-7).",-)/."-.*/&#/.#)(#(-.#./.#)(-5).",
#(-.#./.#)(-.".")&."-'-#,(!#&--# #.#)(C&/,.A#0,-
#&-D-"*",5(."(.#)(&,-/&.- ,)'PNON,-*)((.-8

"3PNOO.#(#.(/',) -.,(!."-((-."*",1"(
)'*,1#."(.#)(&,-/&.-8./(.-,*),.-.#- .#)(1#." /&.30#&#&#.35
0#-),-(0#-'(.5&#,,3,-)/,-5'*/-- .35('*/-'#(.((8
.'-) )(,(#(&/."#&#.3.),!#-.,1#." 1)/,-)( &#.-5'$),
,+/#,'(.-,&,(,-)(&5(1),.") )/,-)(.(.1#."#('3'$),8

"/(#0,-#.30&)*-.,.!#-.),---./(.(-#(.# ##(."8
,-/&.-,,*),..)."'*/-)''/(#.30#'*/-&.,)(#(*,#(.
'.,#&-(.-./(.!)0,('(.5-"))&5*,.'(.5'#(#-.,.#0/(#.5/&.3
(.52/.#0-. 5()'.#(!-8'*/-!,)/*-'..),--."(-
) -./(.-#(.# ##(.",*),.8

-/&.- ,)').",-.(,#4#(-.#./.#)(&----'(.'-/,-,*)-.)(."
1*!-) ."(., ),"#(!(&,(#(!7
"..*7??1118-"*",8/?.&?-.(,#4B----B'-/,-8".'&

.,.!#- ), '*,)0'(.
(#0,-#.3@1#----'(.-)(.#(/.)*,)0#-#!(# #(.#( ),'.#)(/-.)
#(,-)0,&&-./(.-.#- .#)((.)#(,--./(.&,(#(!( .#0
."#(!8,)!,''.#----'(.--%.)("(-./(.&,(#(!(-.#- .#)(
(."#(! .#0(---1&&-)0,&&*,)!,'*, ),'(8"----'(.
-%), #&#..-/(#0,-#.3@1#----'(.--1&&-----'(.) #(#0#/&
*,)!,'-82.,(&,#..#)(),!(#4.#)(-----#(#0#/&*,)!,'-5(."/-
) ( @PN----'(.-) .1,"&*-.)-.,'&#()''/(#.#)(#(
0&)*#(!----'(.*&(-(2'#(#(!,-/&.-8


"#&#.3.)----."*,*,.#)() )/,-./(.-#(*,) --#)(&*,)!,'-#-
')(-.,.3&#(-/,*--,.-#((/,-#(!/.#)(5-)#&1),%(."'/&.#*&
)(.(.,-#(.",/.#)(8"(("',%-"0().(,"5/(#.-
"0')# #(&#!(/,,#/&/'1#."*,) --#)(&-.(,-5"#,-. ("&
.-.*,*,.#)(1),%-")*-.)(-/,!,.,-/--,.)(&#(-/,2'-8
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/.#)(
/,#(!.")'*.*,#)5."!)&) ."*,.'(.) /.#)("-(.)"0
0,3/.#)(&#(-/,*,)!,'C)(.(.,D'.),2."VNZ*--
,. ),&#(-/,8"3,/,#(!.")'*.*,#).",1-)(),'),
*,)!,'-.".#().'.."#-!)&8",) --#)(&/.#)((#.)/(#&1),%
1#."."-*,)!,'-C,.5 &."5/-#D.)&#!()/,--1#."."#(!-.(,-
(-.#)(-) ."  2'-8 ((,&3&&--5*--,.--")1#'*,)0
,-/&.- ,)'."#-#(.,0(.#)(8 (2'#(#(!."PNOP@OQ.5.")0,&&*--,. ),
)(.(.,-#-WTZ51#."'/-#().'.#(!."!)& ),-)(3,5-")1#(!*--
,.) UQZ0-8URZ#(PNOO@OP8"'/-#*,.'(."-1),%.)#(&/
/.#)(&*"#&)-)*"3)(.(.#(#.-'."))/,-CQPTD.."!#((#(!) ."
)/,-.)'*"-#4."#'*),.() ."#-)(.(.,%()1&!8#.#)(&&35."
*--,.-)(."  SPPC @TD( SPRCU@OPD"0'.),2."
)'*.!)& ),") .",*),.#(!*,#)-8"*,.'(.'3&))%.),#-#(!."
("',%)(."-.-.- ),."(2.)'*.3&8

/,-#(!
-*,.) #.-,#..#)(5."(/,-#(!/.#)(*,)!,'-./(.-'/-.'.."
'#(#'/'-.#,!#(#),) 2'#(,- ),!#-.,,) --#)(&/,--
,+/#,'(.1#."( @*--,.) VNZ8/,#(!.")'*.*,#)5."
(/,-#(!/.#)(*,)!,'')0#.-*,)!,''.#,#.#(!)3 ,)'.".#)(&
!/ ),/,-#(!,#.#(!)''#--#)(5 (8C D.).")''#--#)()(
)&&!#./,-#(!/.#)(CD8"*,)!,'#-&-),#.3."-.
#,!#(#),) !#-.,/,--CD8')(-.,.-/--)(&#(-/,
2'-')(-.,.")1)/,-./(.-1#&&'.-..((.#)(&-.(,- ),(/,-#(!
1"#"1#&&&&)1."'.))."-/-- /&()'*.#.#0#(.)3;-$)',%.8"
*,.'(."#,5 /&.35(-. )(.#(/)/-&3/-----'(.5')(#.),((&34
.,(-5(,0#-."*,)!,'-(8

YEAR
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

NCLEX Pass Rate
93%
80%
84%
76%
82%
91.2%
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)#&),%
"-.#,!#(#),) )#&),%2'#(,--.-'#(#'/'*--,.) VNZ8"
"*",-)#&1),%*--,."-&13-2."-..'#(#'/'*--,.5(
"-(0,#**&)1."VNZ',%8""*",(#0,-#.3-)#&1),%*,)!,'
'#(.#(-)(-.(.-/,0#&&() -./(.*,)!,--(&#(-/,-/--,.-5(
0#!#&(.&3/.#&#4-----'(.."(#+/-.)(-/,-./(.-/--8#0(#.-"#-.),#
-/--)(."&#(-/,2'#(.#)(5."*,)!,'"-()*&(-.) ."(!#(#.-
/,,(.&#(-/,*,*,.#)(*,)--8"0,!*--,./,#(!.")'*.*,#)
#-WTZ51#."."')-.,(..0#&&-")1#(!*--,.) WNZ8

,#..#)(
"*",(#0,-#.3,)!(#4-."#'*),.() ')(-.,.#(!)'*&#(1#."
,&!/#&#(-(."+/&#.3#(#.),-.".#(-.#./.#)(&(*,)!,''.#
,#..#)(*,)0#-8 (#.#)(.)."#( ),'.#)()(,#..#)(*,)0#)(
*!-R@S) ."#-)/'(.5." )&&)1#(!,#..#)(.#)(-)/,,7


IGHG!,(.#(#.#&,#..#)(.)."-.,) /-##(/-#
/.#)(*,)!,'8

IGHH, #,',#..#)( ),#(#.#&.",/.#)(*,)!,'-1#."
(),- ),#'*,)0'(.6#(#.#&,#..#)(1-!,(..)."0(
.",/.#)(*,)!,'-1#."(),- ),#'*,)0'(.8")''#--#)()(
)&&!#./,-#(!/.#)(!,(.#(#.#&,#..#)(.)."(/,-#(!/.#)(
*,)!,'8

IGHI"*,.'(.) )#&),%,#0, #,'.#)() ,#..#)( ,)'
.")/(#&) )#&),%/.#)(51#."(),- ),#'*,)0'(.8

IGHI"*",(#0,-#.31-!,(.)(.#(/#(!,#..#)(3." #!",
,(#(!)''#--#)(C D ),."'2#'/'.#'*,#)) .1)3,-8 )&&)1@
/*,*),.1-,+/#,#(',PNOP,!,#(!)/,--3&&#( /&.3
1),%&)8",*),.1-*.1#."() /,.",.#)(,+/#,5(5."
(#0,-#.31-)''()(#.- )&&)1/*) ,)''(.#)(-3."-#..'8

IGHJ" (.,(.#)(&--'&3) )&&!#./-#(--/.#)(C D
2.(,#..#)(.)."/-#(--*,)!,'.",)/!"PNOQ5(1#&&.)(
!,(.#(!)(.#(/#(!,#..#)( ),."'2#'/'.#'*,#)*(#(! )&&)1@
/*,*),.)(----'(.(-.,.!#*&((#(!8"/(#.'.V) ."W*,#(#*&-
),,#..#)(8

( ),'.#)()("*",;-,#.#(!)#-'3 )/(",7
"*", ,#..#)(*!7"..*7??1118-"*",8/?,#..#)(?
'# #,-7"..*7??1118-"*",8/?1?,#..#)(-8".'&
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,)!,'0#1
"*",(#0,-#.3(-/,-.".."+/&#.3) #.-'#*,)!,'-5#.- /&.35(
/,,#/&.",)/!",!/&,----'(.#(3&#&*,)!,',0#1-8"-,0#1-)/,
).".."/(,!,/.(!,/.&0&-8 ( ),'.#)(,!,#(!."3&(
!/#&#(-, )/(#(**(#2) ." /&.3"())%&).",7
"..*7??1118-"*",8/?'*&)3-?-(.?)/'(.-?"())%8* 

""*",(#0,-#.3,)!,'0#1)''#.."-#'*&'(.(0&/.#)(
*,)/,(-.&#-",#.,# ),)(@'*/-*,)!,',0#1-)(-#-.(.1#."
*)&#38,/#&)'*)((.-) .",0#1,."/(#.-& @-./351"#"'/-.-..
)'*&#-"'(.-"#0-#(."&-.,0#15((2.,(&,0#1,1")
0&/.-."-& @-./3()'*&.--#.0#-#.8 (0)&0#(!2.,(&2*,.-#(." #&
(-/,-)(.#(/)/-#'*,)0'(.8"(!-'-,-/&.) ."*,)!,',0#1
*,)--,(#'*),.(.)'*)((.#(&)-#(!."&))*)(----'(.-#.,&.-.)
."'#--#)((-.,.!#*,#),#.#-) ."(#0,-#.38",0#1) '#*,)!,'-
#-&#-.-*)1,(/.3) .")53&!#-&.#0*)&#38)''#.. #(#(!-(
,)''(.#)(-,,*),..)."),/,#(!#.-*,#&'.#(!8

0&)*'(.&/.#)(6.,."')&(!&#-"( ."&---
"*",(#0,-#.3# ,- ,)').",#(-.#./.#)(-#(-.#,!#(#5-#.)-().) ,
0&)*'(.)/,--5/./.#&#4--.,."')&)/,--.)'..",'#.#)((-
) .@,#-%-./(.-8

"*",(#0,-#.3-./(.-1"))().'. ,-"'(*&'(.-.(,-#(
(!&#-"(?),'."'.#-,'#..)()(.,.8"--./(.-,--#!(
-)(,30#-), ,)'."'#/**),.(.,(,,+/#,.)(,)&&#(."
**,)*,#.<-.,."')&=)/,--+/(#(.",C-D)  ##(38.,."
)&)/,--.%."'.,#&(),'&&3)0,#()('#-'-.,C(!&#-"
ONN5."ONOD(-.,."#.)/..).1)'#-'-.,-C(!&#-"ONN5(."
ONO5D5!#0#(!."-./(.-.1#."')/(.) .#'.)'-.,."'.,#&8
(#.#)(5-)  &&PNNW5&&-./(.-'#..)()(.,.,,+/#,.).%
"#&)-)*"3ONN5 (.,)/.#)(.)." #,&,.-./351"#") ,-#(-.,/.#)(#(-%#&&-
-/"-,#.#&,#(!((&3-#-51,#.#(!(#-/--#)(5(,!/'(.(.8
( ),'.#)()('*/-,-)/,-(/(#0,-#.3.,(-#.#)(-.,.!#-,&-))0,8

/.),#(!#(&&)/,-)(.(.,-#-) ,3."/(#0,-#.3;-'#/**),.
(.,8,#.#(!./.),-(**,,#.#+/-,0#,&-)) ,-*,.) ."
'#/**),.(.,8
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"-/'',5."./(.#(-- (0(.),3C D#-'#(#-.,.)&& #,-.@.#'@#(@
)&&! ,-"'(/,#(!."0#-#(!(,!#-.,.#)((.,-8"(., ),"#(!
( ,(#(!*&(-.).#&),,.(.#)(*,)!,'-.)-./(.(-(."-1#&&
-)(."#(.,0(.#)(-.,.!#--/!!-.3." !!,!..8"-'3
#(&/.#''(!'(.1),%-")*-5-.,--'(!'(.1),%-")*-(1&&(--
1),%-")*-')(!).",-8

(PNOP5"*","#,./(.#-#&#.3/**),.,0#-#,.),5)(-. *,-)(
()(!,/.--#-.(..))*,.."#-) #8#-#&#.3/**),.,0#- #&#..-
-./(.-/--3*,)0##(!)'').#)(-.".&&)1-./(.-1#."#0,-(-.)
"#0."#,'#(-)#&*).(.#&8#-#&#.3/**),.,0#-)&&),.-
1#."-./(.-5 /&.35-. 5('#(#-.,.#)(.)'#(.#(- &,(#(!(&#0#(!
(0#,)('(.--)('/./&,-*.(*.() # ,(-8

0&)*'(.&/.#)(6--,.- ),.,."')&(!&#-"&---
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0&)*'(.&/.#)(6--,.- ),.,."')& ."&---




)!(#.#)()  /&.3<+/&#.3)  /&.36,(.!)  /&.31#.".,'#(&!,-
,#.#(!)#-).",!#)(&(*,)!,''.#"0*&#(,-'*"-#-)(
/-#(!,(.#&-(!,,(#(.,'#(#(!<+/&# #= /&.38 (-.#./.#)(-,
,-*)(-#& ),"#,#(! /&.3.".().)(&3/(,-.(()(03%()1&!) 
#-#*&#(5/.&-)%()1.",)),)0,@,"#(!&,(#(!)$.#0-."/(#0,-#.3
2*.-) &&#.--./(.-8

".&)1')(-.,."*","-'.),2#.-)'*.!)& ),
*,(.!)  /&.31#.".,'#(&!,-8 ."-'#(.#(."#-)(-#-.(.
*,(.!1"#&.."-'.#'#(,-#(!."(/',)  /&.3 ,)'OOT#(&&
PNNV.)ORP#(&&PNOP5(#(,-) PP8ROZ8,#),#.#-) ."/,,(.-.,.!#*&(
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&& ),.""#,#(!) (1 /&&@.#' /&.35.",3,/#(!)/,,&#()($/(.
/&.3(#(,-#(!."*,(.!) #(-.,/.#)(./!".3 /&&@.#' /&.38&&
0,.#-'(.- ),.(/,@.,%&#(-)(.#(."1),#(!<.,'#(&!,,+/#,=),
<8=

(-..#(! /./,("',%-5."#(-.#./.#)(-")/&&-)&))%.)#.- *,!,)/*5
1",."0,!#-WNZ)  /&.31#.").),.),.,'#(&!,8



Fall 2008
Fall 2009
Fall 2010
Fall 2011
Fall 2012
Average during compact
period

,(.!)  /&.31#."
.,'#(&!,-
81%
81.45%
84.8%
86.6%
85.2%
83.81%

)'*.)&
80-84%
80-84%
80-84%
80-84%
80-84%
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./(.#0#(!!'(.

"*",(#0,-#.3*,)').-/&./,) (!!'(.3,.#(!&,(#(!
(0#,)('(.#(1"#"-./(.-5 /&.35-. 5('',-) .")''/(#.3#(.,.
.) ),''/./&&3( ##&,&.#)(-"#*-8"*",;-)&&),.#0*,.(,-"#*-1#."
)''/(#.3),!(#4.#)(-5")-*#.&-5/-#(---5*/&#-"))&-5(!)0,('(.
!(#-,2.(-#05,(!#(! ,)'.")-#(0)&0#(!#(#0#/&-./(.-.)."'*/-@
1#0(.-8"-,&.#)(-"#*-*,)0#."/(#0,-#.31#."'(3)**),./(#.#-.)
-,0#.-)(-.#./(#-.",)/!")/.."-.,(("(&) -.#,!#(#(3)(8

/,#(!.")'*.*,#)5"*","-)(-#-.(.&3'.(2#.-!)&- ),
."(/',) -./(.-*,.##*.#(!#(-,0#&,(#(!5."(/',-) )/,--(
*,.'(.-#(0)&05-1&&-.".).&(/',) -,0#")/,-3)/,-./(.--
, &.#()/,-/,,#/&8)'"#!"&#!".-#(&/7

>"*",(#0,-#.3"-(('.)."PNOQ,-#(.G- #!",/.#)(
)''/(#.3,0# )(),)&&5.""#!"-. ,&,)!(#.#)()&&!),
/(#0,-#.3(,#0 ),#.-)''#.'(..)0)&/(.,#(!5-,0#&,(#(!5(#0#
(!!'(.8"#-',%-." # ."3,"*","-,#0."")(),8
>"/(#0,-#.3"-"&#.-((/&&3), #  ),)0,ON3,-5.",3,#-#(!
1,(--( /(- ),."',#((,)#.38",)/!"." ),.-) ."
',#),*- 51")--#-.#(),!(#4#(!()),#(.#(!-./(.&,-5."
(#0,-#.3,"'#&-.)(..")(&/-#)() #.-ON."3,3,#-#(!)0,"& 
'#&&#)()&&,- ),."-#(PNNQ8
>,8/4(("#*&31-('."',#((,)#.3;-)&&!,-#(.) 
.",(."/(#0,-#.31-*/&#&3,)!(#43."8
>"*",;-'#(-,0#)**),./(#.#-C3) ,0#5&3 ), # 5&.,(.#0
*,#(!,%5 35( )')'#(!D"0)(.#(/.)!,)1/,#(!."
)'*.*,#)8
> (PNOO@OP5()(&#(0)&/(.,'(!'(.*,)!,'1-#(.,)/.)."
)''/(#.3*,.(,-#(),,.)-.,'&#(."#,,+/-.- ),-./(.0)&/(.,-8"#-
"-(2.,'&3/- /& ),).".") #(."*,.(,-8

"*",#-#(."/(#+/-#./.#)() #(,-'( ,)')."#(.,(&-.%")&,-
C-./(.-D(2.,(&-.%")&,-C)''/(#.3*,.(,-D8" #) )''/(#.3
,0#-(./(.&,(#(!"-'(#(.(.#)(& ),..)*,#),#.#4-#.0#-#.-51"#&
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.."-'.#')(.#(/#(!.)/#&(("(."-.,)(!,&.#)(-"#*-1#."#.-
)''/(#.3*,.(,-8
,0# ,(#(!,.##*.#)(
@)'*.!)&#-#(*,(."-#-A
YEAR
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

Departments
5
9
(6)
19
(6)
19
(7)
17
(7)
10
(8)

Courses
12
54
(15)
21
(18)
23
(20)
23
(21)
30
(22)

Students
498
994
(508)
938
(520)
1,117
(530)
1,105
(540)
1067
(550)

HOURS
5288
8398
(5341)
11,784
(5400)
7,901
(5,420)
7,705
(5,500)
13,626
(5500)


(.,*,(/,#&/.#)(
"#-,"-(,--*,0#)/-&3#(.")/'(./(,"(&"'$'/'&*'#&
) ( &"&'(*"!"(4'()"( &""8#.#)(&&3"*","-
,--(.,*,(/,#&/.#)(#(." )&&)1#(!13-.)( #.#.--./(.-(
)''/(#.3*,.(,-.)'.1),% ),(-7

>0,."*-..1)3,-."*,.'(.) /-#(--'#(#-.,.#)("-( #.
,)'."!(,)-#.3) &/'(#)(),-#(." ),')  /&.32&&(()1'(.
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Shepherd University Board of Governors
September 26, 2013
Discussion Agenda Item No. 2

APPROVAL OF INTENT TO PLAN FOR
DOCTORATE OF NURSING PRACTICE

Board of Governors approval is sought to plan for the Doctorate of Nursing Practice. Following Board
action, the Intent to Plan will be submitted to the Chancellor of the West Virginia Higher Education
Policy Commission (HEPC) for approval.
Once the program proposal has been composed, it will be brought to the Board of Governors for approval,
followed by the HEPC’s approval of the program. Details about this degree program are included on the
following pages of the agenda book.
The following resolution is recommended for adoption by the Board:
RESOLVED, That the Shepherd University Board of Governors approves the Intent to
Plan for Doctorate of Nursing Practice and directs the President to file the Intent to Plan
with the Chancellor of the Higher Education Policy Commission for approval.
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Executive Summary
Approval of Intent to Plan Document
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Rationale
Over the last five years, profound and unprecedented changes in healthcare have occurred, creating a
greater need for knowledgeable and innovative nurse leaders. “Some of the many factors building
momentum for change in nursing education at the graduate level include: the rapid expansion of
knowledge underlying practice; increased complexity of patient care; national concerns about the quality
of care and patient safety; shortages of nursing personnel which demands a higher level of preparation for
leaders who can design and assess care; shortages of doctorally-prepared nursing faculty; and increasing
educational expectations for the preparation of other members of the healthcare team.” (American
Association of Colleges of Nursing, April 2011, Fact Sheet: The Doctor of Nursing Practice). In
response to these factors, the Institute of Medicine and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation released a
landmark report on The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health (October, 2012), which
recommended doubling the number of nurses with doctoral degrees by 2020.
The American Association of Colleges of Nurses (AACN) recommends “for nurses looking to assume
leadership positions, advanced faculty appointments, and specialist roles, a doctorate is the appropriate
credential.” The Shepherd University Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) program is a practice-focused
professional doctorate designed to prepare nurse leaders to practice across a broad spectrum of healthcare
settings, teach in nursing education programs, assume upper-level nursing administrative positions, or
provide primary care to vulnerable populations. Graduates of the program will contribute to quality
improvement and patient safety through systems thinking, reflective practice, informatics, translation
science, and evidence-based clinical practice. The AACN (2012) notes that “nursing is moving in the
direction of other health professionals in the transition to the DNP. Medicine (MD), Dentistry (DDS),
Pharmacy (PharmD), Psychology (PsyD), Physical Therapy (DPT) and Audiology (AudD) all require
practice doctorates.”
Shepherd University will be the only state-supported graduate nursing education program east of West
Virginia University. The geographical location of the Eastern Panhandle positions the University to be
the regional center for academic, cultural, and economic opportunity. There are no other DNP programs
in the region and there is a significant need to produce nursing faculty, health care administrators, and
family nurse practitioners to address the shortage of nursing faculty and to improve the poor healthcare
indices of the regions’ vulnerable rural population. In support of the University’s mission, the DNP will
produce clinically focused doctoral nurses in the areas of Nurse Leader (Educator or Administrator track)
and Family Nurse Practitioner.
The goal is to prepare a nurse clinician who can work well in the current environment while promoting
change and improvement. This program provides distance accessibility with some limited on-campus
presence. The program may be completed on a full-time or part-time basis.
Curriculum
The program has two entry points: first, the baccalaureate in nursing to DNP and; second, a post-master’s
in nursing to DNP. These different entry points allow the curriculum to be individualized for candidates
based on prior education, experience and choice of specialization. Students in the program utilize a
combination of learning strategies, heavily relying on web-based coursework and delivered in hybrid
format with two or three on-site sessions per semester, readings, reflections, and independent learning
experiences. Seminars will enable students and faculty to discuss relevant issues and share expertise.
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Seminars and on-site sessions will be held at Shepherd University or Shepherd’s Martinsburg Campus,
which is easily accessible to the interstate, hotels and restaurants.
The Shepherd University DNP curriculum was developed using national guidelines, and the DNP
programs of several nationally-renowned programs were reviewed, with Shepherd’s DNP curriculum
benchmarked against those programs.
The curriculum includes course work that integrates nursing, business, informatics, education, and
healthcare administration to provide students with the opportunity to develop clinical, organizational,
economic, and leadership skills to design and implement programs of care delivery which significantly
impact health care outcomes to vulnerable populations and have the potential to transform the delivery of
healthcare. In addition, the nurse leaders must be flexible to adapt curriculum and teaching methods in
response to innovations in nursing science and the ever-changing practice arena. To prepare future
nursing leaders for these high profile positions within the emerging healthcare delivery systems and
academic institutions, this program offers the student the opportunity to serve alongside leaders in
healthcare, academic institutions, or legislative internships to gain the knowledge, skills, and wisdom
needed to assume leadership roles across the continuum of care in current and emerging healthcare
delivery systems. The family nurse practitioner will focus on the delivery of health care services to
vulnerable populations by conducting comprehensive health assessments aimed at health promotion and
disease prevention, management of common acute illnesses and stable chronic conditions, and
coordination of services in a variety of settings.
The DNP nursing courses will be offered in a hybrid model. Courses taken outside of the Department of
Nursing Education may or may not be available in an online format. Students will be required to come to
campus during the program for:
 Program orientation prior to their first year
 On-site course sessions during each semester
 Attendance at the annual Shepherd University Department of Nursing Education and Martinsburg
Veterans Affairs Research Conference
 Meet with advisor/DNP Committee Chair as needed
 Oral defense of DNP Project Proposal and qualifying exam
 Oral defense of DNP Project
Resources Needed
Facilities & Library Resources: Initial additional resources for implementing the DNP Program would
be minimal. The Erma Ora Byrd (EOB) Hall, built in 2007, was planned with the consideration that
space might be needed for a graduate program. There is sufficient classroom and clinical simulation
laboratory space available for this program. The Scarborough Library currently has most of the resources
needed to support a DNP program in nursing. The current database subscriptions include access to all the
online information sources that would be needed, including the Cochrane Library, Medline, CINAHL,
Clinical Pharmacology, and ERIC. Some additional book titles to support graduate study in nursing in
general and a specialty in health information management in particular will be needed.
Personnel: The AACN recommends that faculty ideally should possess a doctoral degree with expertise
in the area of teaching in order to ensure the scholarship of nursing practice. In some instances, highly
skilled master’s prepared nursing clinicians may be faculty. AACN acknowledges that “the most
significant issue to be considered is whether the faculty member has the requisite skill and knowledge to
teach the particular content or competencies to be acquired in specific courses.”
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For the first year, the program’s existing full-time faculty members will teach in the program and hire
adjuncts and clinical nurse educators (CNEs) as necessary, either to teach specific DNP program courses
or to teach courses in the BSN program that the full-time faculty members would have taught.
Recruitment of expert clinicians to serve as preceptors and faculty will be needed. In the second year and
beyond, it is anticipated that it will be necessary to hire tenure track faculty members to teach in the
specialty tracks of Leadership and Family Nurse Practitioner. There will be a Program Coordinator and
Coordinators for each of the three program tracks. Coordinator roles will be provided with appropriate
release time. The Program Coordinator’s position will incur a cost for an adjunct to teach the release
course, typically at the undergraduate level.
Program Costs and Profitability: A pro-forma statement of revenues and expenses can be found in
Appendix F, located at the end of the full DNP Intent to Plan proposal. While the first year is projected to
operate in a deficit, by meeting enrollment targets, the program should generate a positive revenue stream
in the succeeding years.
Summary
Providing affordable and accessible doctoral nursing education to Shepherd’s graduates, the regional
workforce, and national and international partners will improve the quality of life for clients and patients.
Having an educated and diverse workforce will transform quality care at the local, regional, national, and
international levels and thereby support Shepherd’s mission. During exit interviews with graduating
students, over one third intended to continue their education and have expressed interest in graduate
studies in nursing at Shepherd. Most of Shepherd’s 1400 BSN graduated nursing students are within a
75-mile radius of the campus, providing a fertile opportunity for recruitment.
Curricular Charts
Students can enter at the post-baccalaureate or post-master’s level. Students with a bachelor’s degree in
nursing will enter at Step 1 and will first complete the credit hours required in their particular field of
study. Students with a non-nursing post-master’s degree will enter at Step 2 or Step 3 depending on
academic preparation. Post-master in nursing will enter at Step 3.
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Step 1: BSN to DNP students begin their program with 15 semester hours of professional core classes.
 NURS 510: Health Care Delivery Systems: Political, Social, and Economic Influences (3 cr)
 NURS 512: Theoretical Foundations in Nursing (3 cr)
 NURS 514: Research Methods for Health Professionals I (3 cr)
 NURS 516: Research Methods for Health Professionals II (3 cr)
 NURS 518: Grant Writing (3 cr)
Step 2: Students choose ONE concentration from the following areas of study:
Nursing Leadership
Nurse Practitioner
Administration
Education
Family Nurse Practitioner
 NURS 522: Assessment and  NURS 540: Advanced
 MBA 511: Health
Health Assessment Across
Evaluation in Nursing
Administration and Strategy
the Lifespan (4 cr)
Education (3 cr)
(3 cr)
 NURS 541: Advanced
 NURS 524: Teaching
 MBA 512: Health Policy
Pathophysiology (3 cr)
Strategies in Nursing
(3 cr)
 NURS 542: Advanced
Education (3 cr)
 MBA 513: Health
Pharmacology (3 cr)
 NURS 526: Curriculum
Economics and Finance
Development and Evaluation  NURS 543: Diagnostic
(3 cr)
Reasoning (2 cr)
in Nursing Education (3 cr)
 MBA 514: Health Law
 NURS 544: Genetics for the
 NURS 530: Nursing
(3 cr)
Healthcare Provider (3 cr)
Leadership Internship I
 MBA 517: Human
 NURS 545: Primary Care –
(4 cr)
Resources
Women’s Health (3 cr/with
 NURS 532: Nursing
(3 cr)
60 clinical hours)
Leadership Internship II
 NURS 530: Nursing
 NURS 546: Primary Care –
(5 cr)
Leadership Internship I
Peds and Family (4 cr/with
 NURS 540: Advanced
(4 cr)
120 clinical hours)
Health Assessment Across
 NURS 532: Nursing
 NURS 547: Primary Care
the Lifespan (4 cr)
Leadership Internship II
Adult I (3 cr/with 120
 NURS 541: Advanced
(5 cr)
Pathophysiology (3 cr)
clinical hours)
 NURS 542: Advanced
 NURS 548: Primary Care
Pharmacology (3 cr)
Adult II (4 cr/with 180
clinical hours)
Following graduation from the
 NURS 549: Primary Care
DNP program and completion of
Gerontology (2 cr/with 60
the Nurse Educator track,
clinical hours)
students are eligible to sit for
 NURS 550: Role Transition
certification as a Certified Nurse
(2 cr)
Educator through the National
League for Nursing (NLN).
Following graduation from the
DNP program and completion of
the Family Nurse Practitioner
track, students are eligible to sit
for certification as a Family
Nurse Practitioner through the
American Nurses Credentialing
Center (ANCC).
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Step 3: After completing the areas of concentration, students complete 36 credits of doctoral coursework.
Students with a master’s in nursing will enter the program here:
 NURS 610: Introduction to Health Informatics and Systems Thinking (3 cr)
 NURS 612: Translating Research into Evidence-based Practice I (3 cr)
 NURS 614: Translating Research into Evidence-based Practice II (3 cr)
 NURS 616: Health Behaviors Leading to Disparities in Vulnerable Populations (3 cr)
 NURS 618: Healthcare Systems Quality and Improvement (3 cr)
 NURS 620: Strategic Resource Management in Nursing and Health Systems (3 cr)
 NURS 622: Emerging Diseases and Population Health (3 cr)
 NURS 624: Leadership in Complex Health Systems (3 cr)
 NURS 626: Statistical Inferences for Evidence-based Practice (3 cr)
 NURS 630: DNP Project (3 cr; may be split into 2 semesters; 180 hours)
 NURS 632: DNP Practicum (6 cr; may be split into 2 semesters, 360 hours)

Nursing Leadership
Administration
Education
Step 1:
Core Courses
Credit Hours
Step 2:
Program Track
Credit Hours
Clinical Hours
Step 3:
Doctoral Courses
Credit Hours
Clinical Hours
Total
Credit Hours
Clinical Hours

Nurse Practitioner
Family Nurse Practitioner

15

15

15

24
540

28
540

33
540

36
540

36
540

36
540

75
1080

79
1080
Following graduation from
the DNP program and
completion of the Nurse
Educator track, students are
eligible to sit for certification
as a Certified Nurse Educator
through the NLN.

84
1080
Following graduation from
the DNP program and
completion of the Family
Nurse Practitioner track,
students are eligible to sit for
certification as a Family
Nurse Practitioner through
the ANCC.
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SHEPHERD UNIVERSITY STRATEGIC PLAN
Dr. Diane Melby, Chair of the University Strategic Planning Committee and Vice President for
Advancement, will present an update to the Board of Governors regarding the 2013-14 planning schedule.
This is presented to the Board in preparation for the November 2013 meeting when the Board will be
asked to adopt a resolution in support of revisions made to the University strategic goals and priorities.
Dr. Melby will then be available for any questions from members of the Board.
Thirty-five members of the University Community participate on the University Strategic Planning
Committee. These members represent the faculty, staff, students, and alumni. Twenty-nine members are
divided among four workgroups each of which focus upon one of the four strategic pathways. The
remaining members serve as general resources for all of the workgroups. The members of the 2013-2014
University Strategic Planning Committee are:
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The Strategic Planning Committee identified 20 strategic initiatives that will guide the University through
FY2017. For the most part, these initiatives align with the initiatives approved by the Board in 2009.
The most significant changes were made to Pathway Three, “Create a beautiful and welcoming campus.”
The original initiatives connected with this pathway were most suitable for integration into the Facilities
Master Plan. The-newly identified initiatives focus on the programming that occurs within our facilities.
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In spring 2013, the Strategic Initiatives were vetted with all campus governance groups. After feedback
from these groups was incorporated by the Strategic Planning Committee, the campus community was
invited to participate in an activity to prioritize the initiatives. Of all full-time employees, 163 members
of the faculty and staff participated in the activity, representing 36 percent. The results of this activity
follow.

The primary focus of the 2013-2014 year will be developing the Implementation Plan for each of the
Strategic Initiatives. The target is to have these completed and available to the campus for review prior to
the November meeting of the Board. In addition, Dr. Marcia Brand has formed a working group of the
Board. Prior to the November meeting, this working group will review the Implementation Plan in detail
and present them to the Board at the November meeting. Once the Board has adopted the resolution to
accept revisions to the strategic goals and initiatives, the Strategic Planning Committee will turn its
attention to developing the communications and assessment plans.
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Each of the 20 Strategic Initiatives will be supported by an implementation plan. The Implementation
Plan will include measurable objectives to support assessment. In addition, plans will outline the general
strategies that will be employed to meet the objectives and strategies and will be further defined by
specific tactics or action items. Tactics will be directly tied to resources, both financial and human, costs,
and timelines.
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Shepherd University Board of Governors
September 26, 2013
Discussion Agenda Item No. 4

PROPOSED NEW MEETING FORMAT

Chair Gat Caperton will be bringing forward for board consideration a proposal for changing the format of the
Shepherd University Board of Governors’ meetings.
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